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The name Clementian, etymologically considered, connotes gentleness,
compassion, sympathy, magnanimity. It is an unusual name, borne by very
few, never more appropriately than by the man to whom we affectionately
dedicate this book.
Brother Clementian's long and fruitful apostolate of more than forty years
has been a blessing to countless thousands—the benign and gentle blessing
which mysteriously sacramentalizes the modest and unobtrusive labors of the
truly dedicated. Providence has smiled upon his selfless work here; one
evidence of this is the very impressive number of his former pupils who are
today priests and religious.
For more than four decades. Brother Clementian has devoted himself
tirelessly and cheerfully as a teacher in parochial elementary schools, di-
ocesan high schools, and our own College; he has been the Religious Superior
of several communities of his Congregation, and has held the very responsible
position of Novice Master at the Brothers' Provincial Motherhouse; and in sev-
eral schools, including our own, his kindly guidance has directed the work
of very successful student publications and the activities of many student
groups. At the present time, in addition to his teaching duties in the fields of
Religion and English, he is moderator of our Benilde Club and of our year-
book, and he directs the fine work of our local student catechists. To all
these tasks, great and small, he has brought the unruffled equanimity and
quiet enthusiasm that is characteristic of him. All who have known him
recognize him as a man of solid Faith and enlightened Zeal, qualities which
the illustrious Founder of the Christian Brothers stipulated should be the out-
standing marks of his disciples.
As an educator. Brother Clementian takes a serious, no-nonsense view of
his obligations; the fatuous and passing fads that have come and gone on the
American educational scene have not impressed him; the "learning-can-be-
fun" advocates have never beguiled him into the easy paths of ephemeral
popularity with unthinking students who mistake a performance for a lesson.
No student has ever become merely a name on his class records; and his
accurate and affectionate recollection of former students is amazing. He seems
never to regard any student as a problem, but simply as a young man with
problems, problems that deserve and receive his sympathetic attention and
wise counsel. Among his wide circle of acquaintances, no success goes with-
out his gracious congratulations, no difficulty without his gentle word of
encouragement, no loss or disappointment without his sincere expression of
sympathy.
As a teacher, he believes in discipline, of course, but he makes it clear
that what he expects is the self-discipline of the rational man, not the cowed
submission of those who react only to the periodic tirades of an irate pro-
fessor. He is respected by his students, not because he demands it of them,
but because he merits their respect. He is esteemed as a man of refinement
and gentility, as one who lives to the letter Cardinal Newman's famous defini-
tion of a gentleman: "one who strives never to offend."
Dedicating this book to Brother Clementian is our simple way of expres-
sing our heartfelt gratitude to him as our teacher, moderator, advisor, and
friend. Our association with him prompts us to make our own a cogent remark
of Thomas Merton: For a man to be absolutely sincere with generation after
generation of students requires either supernatural simphcity or, in the natural











THE COLLEGE has come a long
way, and it is going even further,
much further. Long gone is the small
college that once was La Salle, and
in the not too distant future is the
reality of the projected institute of
higher learning that is to be the new
and greater La Salle.
And so, the campus skyline is
fractured anew by the superstruc-
tures of a Student Union Building,
ready for occupancy during the fall
semester of 1959, and a Science
Building, its laboratories active by
next year; and there will be more
buildings to follow, many more—
a
chapel, additional classrooms, two
additional dormitories, facilities for
a School of Engineering, and a com-
plete athletic plant which will in-
clude an indoor swimming pool and
a fieldhouse.
Yes, a progressive ia SaJie
launches ahead into a new era, an
era of continued construction, grow-
ing enrollment, and heightening in-
fluence in the education-complex of
the Nation.
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Joe Flanagan completes a written report for the microscopic work
done by John Coppola, Dick Corbett, Dan Colombi, Jim McPhillips and
Dave Ford. Note the bug on Colombi's lip.
Dr. Holroyd recalls some highlights of his "gun and gunny-
sack trip through the alimentary canal" to Joe Dowling,
Dick Corbett, John Stathakis and Joe Flanagan.
Alpha Epsilon Delta
Dick KroU and Joe Dowling are surprised to find a wishbone in their
iehs domestica.
Top Row: Richard KroU, Stan Ryzpella, John Feeley, Dave Forde, John Stathakis, George Capaldi, Norman Coopersmith, Dan




Marking its first decade on campus, the Chymian Society is a student
affiliate of the American Chemical Society, and is designed to stimulate an
intellectual spirit arising from the professional association of chemistry
majors. While instilling this ever necessary pride of profession, the Society
places its scientifically-bent members into a position to prepare and then
present material of a technical nature before an interested audience. Discus-
sions led by students, lectures presented by guests prominent in science,
technical movies, and field trips to industrial laboratories are all a part of




KAPPA MU EPSILON—Seafed; Frank Murphy, Bern DiFelice, Bob Fleming. Standing:
Harry Woodcock, Tom Haggerty, Chuck Fischler.
Newtonian Society
Bill Wetzler crosses wires on Bob Fleming while Bern Di-
Felice and John Goldsmith prepare for the shock.
Friday comes none too soon for physics majors Paul Cahill
and Jim Faccenda.
NEWTONIAN SOCIETY—Fronf i?ow.- William Bader, Lawrence Ott, Bernard L. DiFelice, Dr. Thomas Ward,
Moderator; John V. Goldsmith, Robert M. Fleming, Charles W. Fischer. MiddJe flow: John Martin, John Metz,
Thomas Haggerty, Richard Colton, Joseph Halligan, William Wetzler, Thomas F. Long, Richard Julian,
Francis Murphy, James J. Faccenda. Back Row: Edward Miller, Edward Devinney, Harry Woodcock, John
Murray, Albert Urbowicz, Joseph J. Pello, Thomas Ross, Paul Cahill.
Established by majors in the science of the human
mind, the Psychology Club offers them now the oppor-
tunity to increase their familiarity with their field of
study. This increase is accomplished, as in other cam-
pus science organizations, by student-prepared and
delivered material, and through guest speakers emi-
nent among psychologists. In addition, members aug-
ment their class studies with field trips to various
institutions under the auspices of the Psychology Club.
Psychology
Club
"Headshrinkers" Periine, lenkins, Farley, and Meisler discuss an
amusing case.
President George Meissler explains an obscure
psychological problem lo Jim Jenkins.
Slanding; Irenaeus Isajew, Francis McGrory. Francis Murphy, George Malone, Anthony Chunn. John
Conway, Francis Richards, Carl Brown, John Pilewicz, David Perrine, Wayne Cherry. Siding: James
Jenkins. George Meissler, Don Petrilli, James McCool, John Langan.
)
Standing: Joseph Reilly, Robert Resnick, Owen Sammons, Carroll Wilkes, Robert Fuentes. Sitting:
Joseph Callahan, John Feehan, Mr. Richard Leonard, Moderator; Thomas Grimes, Thomas Clemens.
Education Club
Of^f^
Seated: John Gregitis, Oscar Williams, Art Roney, John Algeo, Vince Valecce, Joe Hanley. Standing:
Middle flow—Bob Bray, Jim Mallon, Frank Marinaro, Jim Much, Martin Connolly, Jerry Annunziato,
Tom Nolan. Back flow—John Gallagher, Joe McGarr, Gene Hagerty, Tom Gilloway, Frank Feoli,
Bill Zehringer, John Forkin, Bill Webb. 39
Fiont Row: George Capaldi, Ray Penlzell, Ronnie Grasso, John Veen, Noel Vanessa, James Patton, Edward Gryzczynski, Ted EUer-
kamp, Ed Miller. Second flow: Henry Doekne, Joseph Hickey, Richard Tanavisk, Louis Betz, Paul Balsam, Andrew Sorshey. Joe
Semeister, John Cusick, Frank Wilent. Ho/ding FJag, Frank McLaughlin.
German Club
Among the most active groups on campus, the
German Club—John Veen's Httle touch of the
"Fatherland" right at 20th and Olney—is a broth-
erly biinde of La Sallians from all fields of study
devoted to the perpetuation and increase of inter-
est in the German language and culture at the
College.
Members make an effort on the campus-level
to improve German-American relations, and to
create an understanding of Germany's place in
the world today. Realizing that all work und no
schnapps makes Fritz a dull junge, the German
Club sponsors an active social schedule, retreating
now and again—Deutschland-made-steins-in-hand
—to the Kanstatter's, a local German wirtshaus,
for sauerkraut and such. Herr Veen of Bell Fame
governs proceedings as burgermeister.
Aware oi the camera, Der Fiibrer
tones down his commands.
40
German marines Betz, Tanavisk, McLaughlin, and
Pentzell raise their flag on the last outpost of
Deutschland.
Le Cercle Claudel Pi Delta Phi
Le Cercle Claudel provides a wide range
of extra-curricular activities for students inter-
ested in the French language and culture. This
society is named for the famous French-Catholic
diplomat and author of the early twentieth
century, M. Paul Claudel. The club is open to
all students who are studying French, and it
promotes several social and intellectual activ-
ities on campus each year. In addition, the
members attend French theatre productions
and art exhibitions held in the Philadelphia
area.
Alpha Psi Chapter of Pi Delta Phi, the
National French Honor Society, was established
at LaSalle College in order to give special
recognition to students majoring in French.
The members co-operate with Le Cercle Claudel
in that club's various activities. At the annual
banquet and installation of new members this
year, an honorary membership was presented
to Brother Hilary, F.S.C.
PI DELTA PHI
—
Seated: Jim Schrotz, Dr. Richard Boudreau, Moderator; Tom Nolan. Standing: Brother
Stephen, Theophile Staruch, Brother Gregory.
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Italian Club
Sealed: Anthony Laucella, John Pettineo. Angelo Ventresca, Dr. Domenico DiMarco, Moderator; Fred
Lombardi, Ernest Varolii, Joe Centose. Standing: Dan Colombi. Felix Marinaro, John Coppola, Jim
Duborrow, Frank Calidonna, Al Giuffrida, Peter DiFilippis, Remo Pitassi, Tony I^urdocca, Tony
Finamore, Bob Rosiejka, Guilio Minchella.
Polish Club
Seated: Bob Sabol, Dr. Bronislaw Sadnicki, Moderator; Frank Obara. Standing: Frank Bilovsky, Tom
Dziadosz, Basil Battaglia, Ed Gryszynski.
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LAMBDA IOTA TAU—Sfanding; Ben Vassallo, John Daly, Marty Connolly, Steve Uprichard, Tom
Gallagher, Thomas Beebe, Bob Bray. Sitting: Joseph Hanley, Jerry Annunziato, Dr. Joseph Reino,
Moderator; Phil Fattizzo, Bernardt Blumenthal.
Lambda Iota Tau Weber-English Club
The campus chapter of Lambda Iota Tau,
a National Literary Honor Society, was organ-
ized in 1958. Its primary purpose is to give
national recognition to qualified students
majoring in English. Under its amiable moder-
ator. Dr. Joseph Reino, the members meet
monthly to discuss current trends in literature.
In existence only a few short months, the
Society has made great strides under its first
president Jerry Annunziato and has given
Lambda Iota Tau a permanent place on the
campus.
Brother Daniel Bernian accepts an issue of Tricon from Steve
Uprichard, president of the Weber-English Club, while
Brother G. Paul and Matt Janczewski look on.
WEBER-ENGLISH CLUB—Sfanding; Herbert Baiersdorfer, Basil Battaglia, William Zehringer, Walter
Ryder, John Daly, Joseph Braig, John MulhoUand, Thomas Gallagher, Frank J. Obara, Jr., Raymond
Cullen. Sitting: Matthew Janczewski, Stephen Uprichard, Br. G. Francis, F.S.C., Moderator; Francis
Gleason, Matthew Sullivan.
Language Lab
LaSalle language students make extensive use of the facilities of the Language Laboratory.
Economics Club
Seated: Tom Boyce, Bill O'Brien, John DuHy, Ed Mclntyre. Sfanding; Bob Resnick, Len Bonner, Dom
O'Brien, Tom Schwartz, Bill Walsh.
History Club
Front Row: Joseph Braig, Bob Rinehart, Joseph Makarewicz, Al Dorley, Mike McAleer. Back flow;
Dale Gallagher, Bill McPhillips, Joseph Hennessey, Richard Leach.
La Salle's very scholarly Historical Society strives to stimulate interest in
history as a humanity and a social science through cultural and social activi-
ties. The Society has sponsored Sunday-evening seminars with lecture topics
ranging from a comparison of the French and Russian Revolutions to an
evaluation of the effect of the guantum theory on history. As in past years,
Explorer-historians discussed history at a Christmas Holiday get-together at
the "Willows." Highlighting the Society's activities, however, was its museum-
aided Lincoln Sesguicentennial Celebration exhibit shown by members at
Open House. Faculty adviser is departmental head Prof. Ugo Donini; Joseph
Makareweiz serves as president, Al Dorley as vice-president.
Joe Makarewicz, president, checks the dues list as paid members, Al Dorley, Dick Leach, Lamar
Dotter, Jack Ligenza, and Bob Rinehart smile contentedly.
Fiont Ho:v- J-jseph Biaig. Bob Rineha.i, i.;.j. ^.,'juza, Mike Collins, Joe Makarewicz. Back flow;
Victor Petaccio, Basil R. Baltaglia, Edward Johnson, Richard Leach, Joseph Hennessey.
International Relations Club
La Salle's dozen or so prospective diplomats, statesmen, and ward-heelers,
members to a morning coot of the International Relations Club, took prompt
advantage of the autumn's off-year elections to highlight their organization's
activities for the year. Sponsors of a Mock-Election, official voting machine
et al., La Salle's IRC invited to campus on succeeding days some of Penn-
sylvania's outstanding public figures of both parties. Among the campus-
visiting entourage were Democrats soon-to-be elected Gov. David Lawrence
and Sen. Joseph Clark; from the opponent GOP camp came the now junior
Senator Hugh Scott. La Salle voters followed the national trend electing the
Democrat slate, varying as did Pennsylvania to elevate Republican Scott to
the Upper House.
IRC's Ike is David McGrath, and Colorado's John McManus is its veep.
Dr. Robert Courtney is moderator.
"Interested" International Relalionr, Club members include:
seated, Jerry Lawrence, Fran Trzuskowski; standing, Dick
Leach. Joe Braig, Dave McGrath, and Southern Senator Bob
Rinehart.
Dr. Courtney attempts to persuade "GOPer" Jack McManus
to vole a straight ticket in a LaSalle mock election.
^^ W^ ^:'':
Seated; Jim Feerick, Tony Szcur, Fred Lombardi, Jack Lee, Pete Gibbons, Wilson Elliott, Jack Shepherd, Gil Guim.
Standing; Tony Cutrona, Tony Tursi, Larry McAlee, Chuck O'Malley, Norm Oelschlegel, Tony Laucella, Tom Calahan,
Bob Szymendera, Don Croke.
Accounting Association
Largest campus organization membership-wise, the Accounting Associa-
tion seeks to foster better relations among LaSalle's students of accountancy,
and endeavors to promote among them a greater interest in their intended
profession. A must for upper-class Accounting majors, its members become
acquainted with the opportunities awaiting them as accountants, particularly
in the Philadelphia area, through meetings with established members of
the profession. The Accounting Association rounded off its social schedule
with a Social-Dance.
1958-59 Association chief-executive is John L. Lee; facuhy adviser is
Mr. Walter Kaiser. Fernando Lombardi serves as vice-president, Francis
Canning as treasurer.
Jack Lee, president, Mr. Kaiser, moderator, and Pete Gibbons
examine new tax form for people who earn less than $500.
Accounting Club members enjoy Fred Lombardi's reading from
the text.
Industrial Relations Commission
The Industrial Relations Commission of LaSalle College was founded in
1952, and became an active participant in the extra-curricular life of the
College. The next year witnessed the establishment of an Evening Division
of the club. The society sponsors a lecture program which brings leading men
within the fields of management and union to the campus. Headed by William
J. Randall, the Club sponsored talks by Mr. William Rose of the Federal
Mediation and Conciliation Service, Mr. James Toohey from the Committee
on Political Education, and Mr. Thomas Gallagher of the A F of L-C I O.
Front Row: Gerald Norden, Josepn McGehrin, Al Bauer, Domenic Candelon, Anthony Fincm.: .'jonan, James
Hughes, Edward Byrnes. Middle Row: Michael McGarvey, John J. DuHy, Bob Haentze. Mr. Charles A. J. Halpin,
Moderator; William J. Randall, Robert J. Matthews, Anthony McDonnell, William Welch. Back flow; Robert J.
Szymendera. Joe Reilly, Ralph Krolikowski, Lawrence Vanozzi, Gil Guim, Richard Joyce, Tom Casey, Bruce Koegler,
Rick Kelly, James M. Lawless. Bill Thomas, Charles Riley, Robert Lennox, Eugene Rafiaele, Bill Taylor, Robert
Dreibelbis, Cornelius O'Brien, Robert Haley, Gordon X. Storholm, Francis Harkins, Thomas Dougherty.
Ralph Bantivoglio receives the IRC MVP Award
from Pres. Bill Welch and Past Pros. Bill Randall.
IRC members set in motion their fund raising
campaign to distill more spirits on campus.
Marketing
Association
Bill MuUin, president of Marketing Association, directs group discussion.
Kneeling: Chuck Reilly, Walt Jade, Frank Murphy, Pat McFadden,
Jim Cosgrove, Tom Rodgers, Don Noga, Jack Shea, Bill Lavery, Jack
O'Rourke. Sitting: Walt Brady, Jack Brill, Jack Hobbs, Bill Mullin, Mr.
George Swoyer, Moderator; Dan Lawler, Tom Whelan, Jim Stehli, Fred
Rizzo, Jim Scott. Back Row: Fred Mischler, Ken Gallagher, Joe Lynch,
Dick Galvin, Pete Haney, Tom O'Niell, Dave Lugo, Frank Williamson,
Jack Welsh, Harry Kober, Tom Lavin, Bill Rocke, Fred Manning, Bob
Godbey, Joe Papaleo, Charles Schnellbacher, Ed Clover, Al Knopf,
Harry Todd, Fred Cassidy.
Marketing Association bowlers enjoy an evening out.
The purpose of the Marketing As-
sociation of LaSalle College is two-fold;
to promote, through research, study,
discussion and publication, interest in
the principles of Marketing and in
methods by which our standard of liv-
ing may be improved through sales,
advertising and market research; to
create a high ethical conception of
social responsibility on the part of the
student. The Marketing Association
underwent the process of reorganiza-
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The LaSalle College chapter of the Society for
the Advancement of Management aims to enhance
the application of scientific management principles in
industry and to foster the development of future mana-
gerial talent. The society is associated with the Phila-
delphia Chapter of the National Professional Society
of Management Men.
The activities of the chapter during 1959 included
six plant trips to various industries in Philadelphia and
surrounding areas, including the Schmidts Brewery,
participation in the competition for the student-chapter





Al Miralles accepts a committee report from Bill Thon
at SAM meeting.
SAM officers Jolin Marnell, Ralph Krolikowski and Larry Vannozzi
Seek Another Method.
BacJc Row: Thomas Henry, Robert Lowrey, William Taylor, Bruce Keogler, Bob Szymendera, Joe
Mallory, Ed Kareskie. Jim Barley, William Randall. William Thomas, Ben DeFrancesco, Bob Haentze,
John Brill, Milt Dreibelbis. John R. Fleckenstein, Carl Elitz, Bruce Beaumont, Robert Bennett, Pat
Wahl, Joseph Proko, Frank Campo. Front flow: John Marzelzy, Tony Cutrona, John Marnell, Albert
Miralles. Ralph Krolikowski, Lawrence Vannozzi, Eugene Rafaelle, Gilbert Guim.
Benilde Club
'Back flow: Nick Panaro, J. Flynn, Gerald Ziccardi, Walt Dunn, Joe McShea, Lou Azzara, Ralph
Krolikowski, Joe Gavin, Frank Murphy, Don Croke, Bill Mistichelli, Otto Gierstorfer, Joe Hepp,
Marty Ney, John Touey, Paul Brady, Ed Borneman, Dave Perrine. Middle Row: John Marczley,
Al Miralles, Jack Brill, Joe Kraft, Gene Valentine, C. Kulchuky, George Vercessi. Front flow; Hank
Di Blasi, Jim Matarese, Charles Halfpenny, Joe Callahan, Jim Meehan, Jack Fleckenstein.
Brother Clementian and Joe Kraft hold the award given to the Benilde Club for meeting their
$100 quota in the "Bell" campaign, as Sister Rose Henry and club members smile approvingly. 51
Caisson Club
A fraternal entente of advanced ROTC students, the Caisson Club is
singularly dedicated to the maintenance of the Spartan Arts on a continued
high plane of excellence at LaSalle. Selected from among the elite of the
cadet artillery battle group's officer corps, soldier-members join in a spirit of
military comradery to encourage and foster the essential qualities of Prussian-
proud and efficient leaders promoting all the while friendship and good
fellowship among fellow cadets.
Captain Leon Pierce is faculty adviser. 1958-59 club officers are Edward
Junier, president; Edward Woolslager, vice-president; Walter Arch, secretary;
William Taylor, treasurer; and Louis Julg, historian.
^^^^f^.
Top Row: Cadet Officers—Tarpy, Turek, Schreiner. Clune, Kelly, Jekol. Pedrik, McGough. Marshall, Funk, Toole, Hayburn, Nitchell,
Rider, Zerr, Stark, D'Aulerio, Campi, Smith, Eggleton. 3rd Row: Cadel Officers—Young, Whitecar, Carrigan, Kozak, Pressens, Spratt,
lanelli, Adair, Dunatucci, Btady, lulg. 2nd flow; Cadef Officers—Cook, Beebe, Joyce, Ligenza, Szymendera, Taylor, Arch, Major
Naples. Junier. Woolslager, Faroco, Hedges, Jenkins, Lavin. Deacon, Farley, Combriato. Front Row: Cadet Officers—Walsh.
LaMonica, Knopf. Raftaele, Proctor, Matthews. MuUer. Rodgers, Hunt, Reading.
m^na
After class session includes Cadet Junier. Major Naples,
Cadet Deacon, Cadet Woolslager. and Cadet Arch.
Colonel Raffaeli chats with Cadet Colonel Farley and
his staff officers. Frank Campi, Tom Hedges, and Gene
Raffaele.
Herbert Baiersdorfer, Joe Hennessey, David Serchak, Bill McPhillips.
Gavel Society
Podium Society
Seated: J. Honahan, A. Bauer, J. Momorella, S. Kowalczyk, J. Madden. Standing: C. Ciumento,
Chris Nolan, J. Horshock, J. Hepp, F. Dorenti, B. McMullin, M. Lawlor, T. Mitchell.
PRAEFECTUS CLUB—Chris Silvotti. Russ Cullen. Not present: Leo Champlain, Joe GiuHre, Bob
Rowland, John Pilewicz, Tom Hennessey.
Praefectus Club Varsity Club
The Praefectus Club is composed of the
student managers of the various athletic teams.
Membership requirements include an appren-
ticeship for a period of one year in managerial
duties, high scholastic average, keen desire to
work for the good of the College, and evidence
of loyalty to LaSalle and her ideals. Mem-
bership is both restricted and selective be-
cause each new member must be voted into the
organization by the current membership.
With its numbers drawn from Explorer
playing-fields, the Varsity Club restricts its
membership to those extraordinary olympians
who proudly sport the resplendent aureate
varsity L. The Varsity Club's program is in the
main of a social nature with its activity gen-
erally centered around La Salle's broadbacks'
boat house. There the merriment continues
long into the night, on the left-bank of the
Schuylkill.
VARSITY CLUB—Back flow.- Bill Wetzler, Tom Madden, Tom Hennessey, Joe Hepp, Al Craig,
Ed O'Mara, Jerry Gritiin, Lou Longi, Bill Gallagher, Bill Reilly, George Carroll. Fred Cassidy, Tom
Whelan, Tom Merlino. Middle Row: Craig O'Brien, John McNamara, Mike Collins, Harry Todd,
Tom Henry, Joe McNeil, Tony Andrews. Fronf flow; Stretch Birkenberger, John Pilewicz, Tony










Tom Corrigan maps out the Student Council pro-
gram for a few members of the council.
Jim Higgins accepts Dale Gallager's application for a
student loan.
Brother Augustine and members of the Harvest Dance Committee. Rare shot of the Excitators in one of their few public i




The Executive Board, which is composed of the
presidents of clubs, fraternities, student piibUcations,
and other student organizations at La Salle, directly
coordinates the activities of these groups on campus.
The Board assists Student Council in fostering co-
operation between the faculty and student body.
This year the Board, under the leadership of its
ubiquitous president John Veen, came to life from the
dormant state in which it existed in previous years.
One of its numerous successful campaigns was the
"A Bell For La Salle" Drive, whose results can be
heard all over the campus and into the nearby com-
munity. This year's Board has set a precedent and
example which will be difficult to match in years to
come.
Brother Augustine addresses one of the
Monthly Board Meetings
Bill Mullin, John Stathakis, Joe Kraft, Basil Battaglii
to settle some Executive Board "business."
Joe Flanagan, and Frank Obara get together
John Henry Veen, President
Extraordinary of the Board,
speaks at the BELL dedica-
tion ceremonies.
One of the displays which
helped put the "A Bell for
La Salle" drive over the top.
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Al Lellig, Mike Ryan, Basil Battaglia, Lamar Dotter, Martin Ney, Dave Longacre.
Residence Hall Council
The Residence Hall Council strives to meet the
particular needs of over three hundred and fifty resi-
dence students in their "home away from home" en-
vironment. From the green blotter be-decked oaken
conference table in their sanctum sanctoium on St.
Cassian Hall's third floor, council-members act as the
official representatives of their electorate in myriad
functions—religious, social, or athletic. They tend as
well to the "gripes 'n grievances" of residents, if any.
This year the Council operated a special orienta-
tion program for the dorms' frosh. At the annual
Council-sponsored Communion Breakfast, residents
heard the Most Reverend Bishop Joseph-Mary Yuen,
Bishop-in-exile from the Hunan Province.
Lamar Dolter, Sec-Treas.; Brother Kevin. Moder-
ator; Basil Battaglia, Pres.: return from a Resi-
dence Council meeting.
Basil Battaglia and crew lay Machiavellian plans
to remove laundry truck from Council's office.
Waiting in line to talk to Mr. and Mrs. Santa, Residence Halls Christmas Party Committee dreams
ol expectant surprises.
Bishop Yuen, speaker at the Sixth Annual Residence Halls Communion
Breakfast, receives a token of appreciation from Brother Daniel Bernian,
while Father Heath, Brother Gavin Paul, Brother Kevin and members
of Residence Council and Chinese Catholic Students Association look on.
Room with a view, only S750 a year.
Collegian
The La Salle Collegian, under Editor-in-Chief Mike Tanney's leadership,
attained many heights during our Senior year, chief among which was the
naming of Mr. John C. O'Brien, head of the Philadelphia Inquirer's Washing-
ton Bureau, as winner of the annual Collegian journalism award.
This award was instituted in 1949 and has been awarded to outstanding
newsmen each year. Mr. O'Brien joined such other eminent men as Chet
Huntley, Jim Bishop, Edward R. Murrow, Red Smith, Ed Sullivan, George Sokol-
sky, and Bob Considine, who received past awards.
The Collegian's moderator. Brother Fidelian, was the guiding light in
all the paper's endeavors to give a complete campus news coverage.
Editor Tanney, John Noonan, and Dennis Cunningham wait
for the Collegian to roll oH the press. Judging Irom their

















Thomas J Gallen 59
John P McLauKhlm 59
Dennis Cunningham '59




Pranlt Brady '60. Lou Ciasullo '59. Ray Cullen '59. Joe Cupini '59.
Hank DlBlasi '60. Phil Patizzo '59. Tony Plnamore '59. Peter Gibbons
'61. Bill Hansen '60. Joe Hepp '61. Jim HiReins, 60. Matthew Janczew
.ski 'CI. Bob Lyons '61. Bern McCabe '59, Joe McGrail '59. Prank
McGrath 60, Bob McHusli '60 Tom Merlino '60. James Murray. 61.
Tom Nolan '59. Prank Obara '59, Tom O Malley '59, Ray Pentzell
62. John Pilewlcz '59. Walt Stanton '61. Oscar Williams '59. Joe
Zukowskl '61
MODERATOR
Brother Fidelian of Mary. PSC
The Collegian is published weekly during the school year by the
students of La Salle College. Twentieth Street and Olney Avenue.
Philadelphia 41. Pennsylvania.
Editor-in-Chief Tanney and his staff make plans to delay another issue of the Collegian.
Frank Obara does the dirty work, while "Bagel"
Battaglia, as usual, supervises
The "Lavender Hill Mob" {Dennis Cunningham, John Noonan,
Mike Tanney, and Bill Hansell) check the serial numbers on
their new SlOO plates.




A treasured possession published to last a part of
a lifetime's memories, the EXPLORER remains a pic-
torial history and momento of a college career at La
Salle. The record of college life and activities, La
Salle's annual EXPLORER in its pages runs the gamut
of campus doings, athletic, extra-curricular, social, and
various and sundry collegiate miscellany. But primarily
the EXPLORER justifies its existence by assuming the
role of chronicle of the Class of 1959. It is the story of
the spiritual and intellectual maturing of over five hun-
dred La Sallians; it is the story of the physical growth
of an ever-greater La Salle, building prestige in the
metropolitan area and in the nation.
As in past years. Brother E. Clementian has been,
as moderator, the guiding spirit behind the La Salle
annual. Co-editors Basil Battaglia and Joe Hanley have
directed a yearbook staff which includes: Leo Donohue,
Joe Braig, Carl Brown, Tom Nolan, Ben Vassallo, Frank
Obara, Stan Pirzchalski, Bob Rinehart, Frank Brady,
Bob Lyons, Bill Zehringer, and Jerry Annunziato.
Joseph L. Hanley
Explorer Co-editor
Deadlines met, staH indulges in a moment oi levity
The corporation discusses the possibility of declaring a
dividend.
Mr. Charles C. Clegg of Comet Press, New York, listens intently as Stan Pirzchalski explains a
point to Hanley, Battaglia and Obara.
Bob Rinehart, Tom Nolan and Ben Vassallo read
a postcard from Beatnik Allen Ginsberg, who
wishes to put out next year's Explorer.
Rinehart frowns at Hanley's pontificating. Vassallo smiles,
hoping to be dropped from the staff, and Obara and
Battaglia ignore them all.
Photography Editor Joe Braig, Explorer's "Man
with a Camera," selects a shot for the book.




Credit in good measure for the unchallenged excellence and traditional
success of La Salle's Glee Club may be laid to the Reverend Father William
Sailer, this year celebrating his tenth anniversary as director of the group.
Widely acclaimed on the collegiate choral concert circuit and at La Salle's
annual Spring Concert, the blue be-blazered Explorer gleemen bear vocal
testimony to the worth of his skilled baton and to the merit of the perfection
he demands.
Front Row Tom Sweeney Al Miralles Dave Longacre Bob Fuentes Doug McRae Bob Sagedy Ernie Susanmn, Al Rostoing John
Rudy, Ed Lynch, Joe Ruggiero, George Crisafulh, John Coppola, Jack Lee, John Beidler, Rocco DiGioccina, Pat Roach. Second Row:
Adolph Birkenburger, Roy Hardin, Bob Platinella. Owen Sammons, George CliHord, Pete Doyle, Bob Dougherty, Bob Houlihan,
Jim Foggacci. Tony Evangeliste, Frank Zerzaecki, Frank DiCurcio, Bob Cotfrey. Third Row: John Enright, Tom Gallagher, Bob
Szymendera. Al Leilig, Bill Corlin, Rich Oberholzer, Don Alvarez, Ted Hennings, Jerry Mastal, Tom Donohue, Joe Ridgeway, Joe
Knebel, Kevin Riley, Charles Bonner. Stan Pirzchalski. Back Row: Mike McCarthy, John Bieniek, Joseph Dotto, Owen Green, Robert
Battaglia, Anthony Carcio, Carlo Mascuilli, Tony Wengraitis, Henry Voorhees, John Roth, Leonard Kuntzweiler, Pete Klingenberger,
Paul Mordan.
Father Sailer, at the podium, leads the Blue Coats into song. m,
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Standing: Chuck Reilly, Frank Richard, Tom Corrigan, Bob Sabol. Sitting: Al Bauer, Tom Dean,
Bob Davis.
An all important cog in the La Salle collegiate co-curricular wheel, the
National Federation of Catholic College Students on a national scale affects
the student bodies of more than two hundred Catholic colleges in America.
NFCCS co-ordinates co-curricular activities on the nation's Catholic campuses,
and through this means realizes the Catholic college community and the role
of the student as a member of the lay apostolate. Among many other things,
NFCCS sponsors workshops in human relations, family life, Mariology, and
Confraternity of Christian Doctrine.
NFCCS's guiding force at La Salle is its adviser Brother D. Augustine.
NFCCS
Brother Augustine, Moderator, tells a funny one in a post-
meeting bull session.
Sitting Bill Bork Truman Capotp Bob CaHiPy Harry Woodcock Iim Schrolz,
Marty Connolly Pat Canty Nick Del Vecchio Rich Mullin Standing: Willie
Hocco DiGioachinno, Robert Haley, Tom Gallagher, Frank Dealy, Joe Voss,




Masque The Masque, La Salle's
colorful and talented
theatre group, this season staged, in the ambitious pat-
tern of past years, the long-run hit farce of the '30's
Boy Meefs Giri and the sprightly musical Finian's Rain-
bow.
Boy Meets Giil, a departure from Masque come-
dies of the past (The Lady's Not For Burning, The Devil's
Disciple and The Male Animal) was given as a first-
rate example of farce comedy. It is the hilarious take-
off on Hollywood society, which concerns a baby
become film prodigy of movie mogul and hack writers,
and his widowed mother's yearning for her British bit-
player flame turned peer.
The group's spring production Finian's Rainbow
follows the Masque tradition of presenting the very best
of Broadway musical fare (Oklahoma, Carousel, South
Pacific). Rainbow includes, in addition to one of the
best scores of the past decades, such diverse elements
as leprechauns, filibustering senators, sharecroppers,
and Irish blarney.
Mr. Friday (Mike Tanney) shouts across a point to
Larry Toms (John Pilewicz).
Dave Shannon indulges in some histrionics while Mike
Tanney and Bill O'Toole gasp in amazement. John Pilewicz
is just plain mesmerized.
Entire cast of Boy Meets Giil assembles to receive applause of first night audience. Dennis






Lambda Pi is La Salle's super-active chapter of the national service
fraternity Alpha Phi Omega. Pledged to serve the nation and its youth, their
fraternal organization, and the student community, brothers of APO put
Iheir hand to a thousand and one tasks both on and off campus. Particularly
conspicuous assisting John Veen's "Bell for LaSalle" Drive, APO attracted
notice as well with its own annual "Ugly Man" contests. Highlight of their
social season, APO celebrated its Fifth Anniversary at LaSalle with a dinner
dance at The Alden Park Manor, January 24th. Delegates from Lambda Pi
Chapter sat in on APO's regional conclave at Penn State late in March.
Frat chapter chief executives, for a semester each, have been Albert J.
Dorley and John Stathakis. Thomas Toomey and Joseph Sgro replaced Sta-
thakis in the vice-presidency in the spring semester when the latter moved
up a notch in the frat echelon. Brother Gavin Paul acts as moderator.
Back flow; R. Corbett, T. Nickel, S. Cimino, I. MacDonald, D. D'Orazio, E. Garriety, J. Voss, I. Bradley, F. Feoli, J.
Hayburn, D. Stickney, F. Donatucci, C. Wilkes, R. Alotta. Middle Row: ]. Smith, E. Schmenski, N. Coppersmith, D.
Columbi. P. Palena. B. Keane, F. Gladsky, P. Sanchez. Front flow; W. Fagan, S. Ryzpella, W. Bradey, I. Pettineo,
F. Brendek, J. Shea, J. Stathakis, Al Dorley. T. Toomey, T. Rogers, J. Stehli, A. Finamore, J. Metz, B. Lowery, J. Palton.
APO Brothers Bradley and Metz discuss plans lor the
pledging of new members with President Stathakis and
Veep Shea.
Pledges help out in APO's annual "Ugly Man" Contest.
Members of APO give oi time and etiort to help iuture
Christian Brothers
lohn Stathakis, APO Pres., and Joe Sgro choose
pledges to help Brother Gratian's Poor.
You can tell this picture wasn't posed; no one
looking at the camera (except Bob Lowery),
Top Bow: Noel Yannessa, Bill Wolff, Wayne Cherry, Tom D'Annunzio, John Weiss, Bob Fuentes, Dale Gallagher, Jim McBrearly,
Jim Murray, Bob Bork, Charles Schnellbacher, Cris Nolan, Jerry Lawrence, Roy Hardin, Al Bayley, Ed Padinski, Don Petrilli. Middle
Row: Pete Klingenberger, Jack Whitecar, Pete Farrel, Bill Randall, John Mazzeo, Mike Marshall, Al Lellig, Ken Meade, Fred
Mischler, Bill Thomas, Jim McLaughlin, first flow.- Buzz Rotter, Paul Mordan, Bob Wright, Jim Lawless, Bob Rowland, Bill Bork,
Bob Rende, Joe Ciconte, Tom Campbell, Dave McGrath, Jack Marczely.
Sigma Beta Kappa
Biggest Brother Bork receives homage
from some of the smaller brothers.
SBK Fathers and Sons whoop
it up at the Villanova game.
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Queen Arlene Zambela adorns SBK s prize-winmng float at the Tap-Off Rally for the 1958-59 basketball
Gamma Chapter of Sigma Beta
Kappa is a social fraternity on cam-
pus, which seeks to estabUsh a solid
basis of brotherhood among mem-
bers while fostering the development
of campus leadership. Chapter presi-
dent for 1958-59 is Bill Bork; Bob
Rowland assists as Vice-President.
Taking this year's social spot-
light from among multifarious other
SBK functions were the now tradi-
tional Thanksgiving Day and Mardi
Gras dances. During an average
year, however, "blasts" come fast 'n
furious.
Adopting some phase of Catho-
lic Action as its secondary purpose,
SBK Brothers gave unstintingly of
their time and effort in the aid of St.
John's Orphanage.
SBK's period of initiation, a long
and grueling grind to gain the goal
of "brotherhood," becomes an ex-
pected spectacle on campus.
Coach "Dudey" Moore accepts an award commemorating his 200th victory
as a college coach from SBK's president. Bill Bork. Governor David Lawrence
and Brother Daniel Bernian look on.
Student Brothers' Activities
Numbered among the some two thou-
sand day students attending La Salle Col-
lege are one hundred and five student
Christian Brothers preparing for their
work in the classrooms of Catholic
Schools. The Brothers are in school about
eleven months of the year following a
four year course of studies in which the
young Brother earns his B.A. in his chosen
field of study and an M.A. in Religion, his
most important field of study. During the
first and fourth years, the Brothers attend
class at their residence, La Salle College
—Anselm Hall in Elkins Park while the
second and third years are spent in the
classes at the College proper.
The Anselm Hall glee club, with Brother Declan Malachy
directing and Brother Dominic of Mary at the piano, re-
hearses a number for its Christmas program.
I'alhet DriscoU obliges Brothers Neal, Ignacio.
and Stephen with an after-class explanation of
St. Thomas. Father makes the trip out to Elkins
Park three times a week to teach Theology to
the Brothers in their fourth year.
Brother Anthony Francis puts the finishing
touches on a ceramic Madonna. The Brothers'
ceramic products are enjoying a growing popu-
larity and the increasing demand for them has
made necessary an expansion of working
quarters.
The student Brother's training is not completely scholastic in nature. The
building and grounds that make up the Brothers' residence at Elkins Park
require care and maintenance and this is taken care of, for the most part, by
the Brothers themselves. All the cooking is done by the Brothers. Free-hours
on Saturday and Sunday give the Brothers time for recreation and the pursuit
of personal interests in the form of music, dramatics, and athletics. All this is
subordinated to the student Brother's prayer life and integrated into his over-
all formation into a Religious educator.
Caesar (Bro. Daniel Anthony) dies at the
hands of the conspirators. (Brothers
Stephen, Mark, Denis, Michael, Francis,
and Augustine.)
This year the Dramatics Club of Anselm Hall presented a modern
adaptation of Shakespeare's Julius Caesar. Pictured here is
the cast. Front row, 1. to r.: Brothers Malachy, Austin, John, Bene-
dict, Richard, Kevin, Renee, David, Denis. Back row: Brothers
Michael, Anthony, Kevin, Carl, Francis, Ronald, Augustine, and
Mark.
Brother Kevin as Marc Anthony calls on
"Friends, Romans and countrymen" as he puts
all his dramatic effort into the famous funeral
oration.
The early morning trip to the College via the familiar




FionI row; George Bell, Bill Lavery, Rick Genoni, Joe Heyer, Ralph Bantivoglio,
Middle row: Ernie Klossin, Bob Alden, Al Ferner, Andy Taylor, Bob Herdelin.
Back row: Coach Donald "Dudey" Moore, Student Manager Russ CuUen. Hugh Brolly,
Tim Welsh, Gino Massimmi, Jack McKeaney, Student Manager Cris Silvotti.
George Schmidt (pride and joy ol the Red & Blue) is
faked out. and "Chink" Bantivoglio eyes the path to
the basket.
La Salle's 1958-59 basketball season was the
most successful one since the hey-days of Tom
Gola and Co.
The most important news concerning the
cagers centered around a guiet spring day about
a year ago when the college announced that
Dudey Moore had been signed as the varsity
basketball coach.
Lincoln High School was jammed to capacity
to see the Explorers debut and avenge the upset
dealt them the previous year by the Millersville
Marauders, 85-58. Something must have happened
to the cagers when they journeyed to New York
as they were walloped by Niagara, the New
Yorkers shooting at an amazing 73% clip. How-
ever the Explorers guickly returned to form, whip-
ping Lafayette in the first MAC game of the
season, 84-77. In the encounter with Lehigh, Joe
Heyer scored 34 points on 17 field goals, cracking
a Palestra and La Salle mark for a single game,
as the cagers won their second MAC contest.
Facing its first name competitors of the season,
the cagers split two games, losing to Atlantic
Coast Conference champions North Carolina
State before crushing the Hilltoppers of Western
Kentucky, 84-76, at the Palestra. Ken Norton and
his Manhattan guintet were the next guests and
victims of the Explorers, losing 78-71.
Picking up where they left off before Christ-
mas, the cagers roared past two more MAC op-
ponents, walloping Muhlenberg 92-77 as Ralph
Bantivoglio and Bob Herdelin combined for 50
points and Joe Heyer's last second push shot at
the buzzer enabled the Mooremen to edge Buck-
nell 70-68 and vault into the MAC lead. Making
I
sure they didn't make the same mistakes as in
their first New York trip, the Blue and Gold man-
handled a highly regarded Syracuse five. The
cagers won their first Big Five game, defeating
the Temple Owls to stretch the winning streak to
seven. Following the semester exams break, the
cagers began their only extended road trip, whip-
ping Canisius at Buffalo and suffering their worst
defeat at Western Kentucky, losing 96-74. Appar-
ently upset by this setback, the Olney Heighters
dropped successive decisions to Penn and
Muhlenberg which apparently knocked the Ex-
plorers out of tournament consideration. Bob
Herdelin got the cagers back on the winning trail
with a record breaking 28 rebounds against Seton
Hall and then the Mooremen really warmed up,
crushing Georgetown 102-72 and walloping Al-
bright at Reading. Dudey led La Salle to a victory
over his old school as Duquesne fell 72-65. St.
Joseph's continued its recent mastery of the Ex-
plorers, putting the finishing touches on La Salle
hopes for Big Five honors. The Explorers bounced
back into the win column by defeating the
teachers of West Chester. Fighting for a berth in
the National Invitation Tournament—they thought
—the cagers ran all over the Tourney's incumbent
champions, Xavier, and scorched the Musketeers,
99-80. Overlooked by the selection committee, the
Blue and Gold went through the motions as they
closed out the season with a loss to Villanova.
Hughey, Al, and Ralph gape with amazement as Herk grabs rebound
despite his wrist being caught in a Lafayette death grip.
Captain Al Ferner displays periect form




Herdelin, while jabbing his left elbow into the
chest of one Owl, is about to set up a block on
"Pickles" Kennedy ("everyone's Ail-American"),






66 North Carolina State 82







74 Western Kentucky 96
70 Pennsylvania 73
74 Muhlenberg 92




63 St. Joseph 70
85 West Chester 67
99 Xavier 80
57 Villanova 63
Hughey goes up like a dart for an easy two. "Get out of my way, man!'
It's a small wonder Al got this one with his admirers
feeling his muscles—Mule ^35 is feeling his right bicep.
while Ralph is feeling his left.
"Grrrrr," says Lavery, "gimme dot ball!"
Gino Massimmi lends moral support.
Herdelin, a real terror under the boards,
scores a valuable two against the Hawks.
Ralph, on a nice jump shot,
nets a basket against Duquesne.
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L to R—sitting—Barley; Combriato; Hedges; Keys. Standing—lannelli; Reilly; Javorka; Coach Sgt.
Ross; Carabello; Dubero; Adair.
Rifle
Team
In coming out on the winning side of a
twenty-eight match schedule, this year's rifle-
men performed a feat which no other La Salle
rifle team had been able to accomplish.
A lion's share of the credit for this no
mean achievement goes to the team's very
able Officer-in-Charge, Captain Goliash and
Coach, Sgt. Ross. Of course, when giving out
with the praise, the team itself richly deserves
its portion of good words.
The prospects for next year's team are
even brighter since only the keen right eye and
strong right index finger of senior John Hedges
will be lost to the group.
ReiUy, Hedges and Javorka score bull's eyes.
Got those rifles ready for inspection, men?
Some ardent fans of the Explorer's baseball tean
Baseball
With the school year rapidly drawing to
a close, La Salle's baseball team took the field
with an optimistic attitude. The Explorers had
a new coach and many promising new faces
when they opened the season against Temple
early in April.
Gene McDonnell, a 1954 La Salle College
graduate, succeeded Jim Pollard as coach and
was faced with many problems from the first
day of practice.
The Explorers boasted of a strong pitching
staff headed by veterans Ed O'Mara, Frank
Monahan and Bill MulUn. Connie Newman
returned to give the outfield some punch and
Bob Egizio and "Beans" Reardon showed class
in the infield again, starring at shortstop and
third base respectively.
Possibly the biggest problem was behind
the plate. Ed Czerniakowski, a standout catcher
for three seasons, was graduated and was im-
mediately signed by the Cincinnati Reds for a
$40,000 bonus.
84
Who says he's out? L to R—B. Mullin; V. Valecce; J. Jenkins; B. Reardon.
Jim Jenkins Vince Valecce
Bill Mullin comes in with a fast one.
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L to R, kneeling—F. Bodine; J. McGettigan. Standing— B. Rowland; J. Yambor; J. Kelly: T. I.avin;
B. Davine.
Tom Lavin tees off.
Golf
With stalwarts Bob Rowland and Bob Davine re-
turning, Coach Robert Courtney is quite optimistic
about the chances of the La Salle golf team to improve
their record of last year.
Coach Courtney was quite pleased with the caliber
and number of the new candidates who reported at
first practice. With these new men to bolster last year's
holdovers, the coach feels this season's team will be a
well-balanced group and will win its fair share of the
matches scheduled.










Early morning on the Schuylkill.
La Salle opened its 10th season of inter-
collegiate crew competition in the sunny climes
of Tampa, Florida in March as the rowers
sought to prepare themselves for the defense
of the Dad Vail Trophy.
Coach Tom (Bear) Curran, mentor of the
crew for eight years, started the season with
the unenviable job of trying to find four tal-
ented young huskies to replace letterwinners
lost through graduation.
The crew demonstrates its championship form.
Dad Vail Champions!
^ =#
Did Chestnut Hill's crew just pass? The crew could never do without
its manager John Pilewicz.
The Explorers win a close one.
The schedule found mostly "old" rivals
listed with the exception of Drexel Institute, a
newcomer to the grand old sport. Rutgers,
Amherst, and Marietta were all met within the
period of 14 days late in April and early May.
These meets pale in importance though
when placed alongside the traditional big Sat-
urday in May when La Salle hosts the other
Eastern and Southern schools on the Schuylkill
for the renewal of the fight for the Dad Vail
Trophy, emblematic of small college rowing
supremacy.
Winners of the trophy for the last three
years, the Explorers sought their fourth crown
in four years, a feat never before accomplished
in the long history of that race.
Win or lose, the sweepswingers have con-
tinued the winning tradition of the Blue and
Gold, and with no scholarships, yet.
The "Bear" counsels one of his
"cubs" Tony McCloskey.
Soccer
-Img I, O Rourke, T. Pressens, E, Forte. Standing—B. Gallaghe
H. Todd, C. Gillespie, B. WolH,
Capl.; J. Smith, Coach;
Finishing with a 3-6-2 mark, the Explorers
defeated Glassboro, Muhlenberg and Ursinus
before climaxing the campaign by tying
powerful Philadelphia Textile, 1-1, in the annual
Knicker Soccer Day battle. The past season
also saw the debut of sophomore, Tom Scan-
Ion, who could very well be LaSalle's next
All-American. Scanlon was only one of the
players who brought smiles to the faces of
coach Joe Smith and Explorer fans. Others
who were instrumental in the success of the
team were: Captain Ken Gallagher, who cli-
maxed his varsity career with a sparkling per-
formance against Ursinus, Aldo Delpino, Tom
Whelin, Fred Michler, George Duyne, Tom
Merlino, Ziggy Siemenski, and Gene Marrella.
Why the face, Sig? The ball didn't hit you.
Part of the overflow crowd at tlie annual Knicker-Soccer Day.
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Aldo Delpino comes up to kick
past fallen Textile goalie.
Come on. Bill, get off the ball.
They're looking for it.
Reaping vengeance and hungry from the ten years of frustration of
second and third place finishes, La Salle's harriers surprised everyone by up-
setting St. Joseph's to capture the Middle Atlantic Conference cross-country
championship.
The championship meet, held at the Cobb Creek Golf course, was fraught
with excitement, surprises and thrills. The excitement was engendered by little
Earl Jefferson as the lithe senior raced in a near record time to capture first
place from among more than 100 entries. The surprise was furnished by Junior
Jim Sumner as he recovered from a slight letdown in the middle of the race
to sprint to a stirring finish and nip an opponent for fifth position. But perhaps
the greatest thrill was watching Junior Tom Lynaugh battle from far behind
and sprint the final 150 yards to catch and pass a St. Joseph's man thus giving
the Explorers the margin of one point they needed. Truly a great day in
La Salle's history.
You need wings to ily, boys!
Track and Cross Country
Bob Davis hops, skips, and jumps.
92 AI Walson Hies by Si. J. lame duckf
L to R— I. Sumnor; P. Walheim; E. Lucas;
T. Lynaugh; E. Jefferson, Capt.
Credit to an Explorer for launching
the "explorer" into space.
It would be easier to walk under it.
Not since the graduation of Ail-American Tom Gola in 1955 has a La Salle
team suffered so greatly as the cindermen feel the loss of Olympic performer
Ira Davis. Davis, an athlete of herculean stature if not physique, was a stand-
out point scorer for Frank Wetzler's track men for three years. In that time the
six-letter man won every honor that La Salle can bestow on one of its own;
but nevertheless the Explorers carried on successfully without his services.
Stronger than usual in the distance and middle distance events by virtue
of Captain Earl Jefferson, Jim Sumner, Tom Lynaugh, Dick Flint and Charley
Del Rossi, the Explorers scored much heavier in these events and made up,
to an extent, the points that they had usually garnered from Davis' efforts in
the sprints.
Start of the St. John-LaSalle meet.
L to R—Bottom: Man. T. Hennessey; T. Swartz; W. Herr; J. Brolly; B. Machusick; T. Hennings;
B. McKenna; Coach Joe Kirk. Top; P. Walheim; B. Kent; D. Moloney: G. Logan; D. Alvarez; T. DuHy.
Swimming











B.S. in General Business












Elkins Park 17, Pa.
GEORGE C. AMEY
B.S. in Industrial Management
2037 Stanwood St., Phila. 15,
Pa.




1806 S. 65th St., Phila. 42, Pa.
Educ. Club 3,4, Sec. 3, Pres.






APO 3,4; Le Cercle Claudel
1,2,3,4; Fabrician Society 1,2,
3,4; H Circolo LaSalliano 3,4.
RICHARD J. AMONS
B.A. in English




6226 Buist Ave., Phila. 42, Pa.
Weber-English Club, 3,4, Pres.
3,4; Los LaSallianos 2,3,4;
Educ. Club 3,4; Lambda Iota







Elkins Park 17, Pa.







Elkins Park 17, Pa.
WALTER J. ARCH
B.S. in Industrial Management
1838 Hoftnagle St., Phila. 15,
Pa.










B.A. in Modern Languages-
Education
915 Spring Avenue,
Elkins Park 17, Pa.
Dean's List 2,3,4.
















1004 W. IDlh St., Wilmington,
Del.
Explorer 4, Co-editor 4: Col-
legian 1,2,3,4, Circulation Edi-
tor 2,3,4; Weber-English Club
3,4: Polish Club 4: IRC 3.4:
Residence Council 3,4, Sec-
Treas. 3, Pres. 4; Executive
Board 4; Student Council 4.
ELMER BAUER
B.S. in Accounting




B.S. in Industrial Management
3221 N. 27th St., Phila. 32, Pa.




839 E. Price St.. Phila. 38, Pa,
Mathemathics Club 3,4; Gavel
Society 1,2; German Club 3,4:
SAM 4.
BRUCE T. BEAUMONT
B.S. in General Business
4213 Tyson Ave., Phila. 35, Pa.
SAM 3,4; Ind. Rel. Club 3,4.
THOMAS P. BEEBE
B.A. in English
41 W. King's Hwy.,
Mt. Ephraim, N.J.
Glee Club 1,2,3,4: Weber-Eng-




700 E. Chandler St., Phila. 11,
Pa.
Marketing Assoc. 4.
JOSEPH F. BINNS, JR.
B.A. in Pre-Law




5850 Stockton Rd., Phila. 38,
Pa.
German Club 1,2,3,4: Benild






German Club 1,2,3,4; Weber-
English Club 3,4, Sec. 3;




110 Hoffman Blvd., E. Orange,
N.J.
Accounting Assoc. 2,3,4;




1905 E. Pike St., Phila. 24, Pa.
Marketing Assoc. 3,4; Econom-
ics Club 3,4, Vice-Pres. 3,4.
RICHARD E. BOYLE
B.S. in Accounting





510 Station Ave., Glendorn,
N.J.




1621 W. Wyoming Ave.,
Phila. 40, Pa.









910 Brill St., Phila. 24, Pa.




229 E. Westmoreland St.,
Phila. 34, Pa.
History Club 2,3,4, Treas. 4;
IRC 3,4; Explorer 4, Photog-
raphy Editor 4.
JAMES J. BRESLIN
B.S. in Industrial Management
1514 Haines St., Phila. 26, Pa.
Ind. Mgmt. Club 3,4; Market-
ing Assoc. 3,4; Accounting
Assoc. 3,4; Excitators 3,4.
JOHN J. BRILL
B.S. in Marketing
235 High St., Phila. 44, Pa.





1446 S. Napa St., Phila. 46, Pa
Accounting Assoc. 4.
CARL H. BROWN, JR.
B.A. in Psychology
505 Meadow Lane, Oreland,
Glee Club 1,2,3: Psych. Club
2,3,4; Explorer 4, Sports Editor
JAMES P. BURNS
B.S. in Industry
300 Lincoln Ave., Havertown,
Pa.
SAM 3,4; Masque 2,3,4.
EDWARD V. BYRNS,
B.S. in Industrial Relations
2816 Edgemont St., Phila. 34,
Pa.
Ind. Rel. Club 2,3,4.
PAUL J. CAHILL.
B.A. in Physics
5627 Musgrave St., Phila. 44,
Pa.
German Club 2,3,4; Chymian
Society 1,2,3,4; Newtonian So-
ciety 2,3,4.
JOHN R. CAMPBELL.
B.S. in Industrial Management










230 W. 11th Ave.,
Conshohocken, Pa.
Cassion Club 3,4; II Circolo
LaSalliano 1,2.
FRANK J. CAMPO
B.S. in Industrial Management








B.S. in Industrial Management
3627 N. 22nd St., Phila. 40, Pa.
DOMINIC E. CANDELORI
B.S. in Industrial Relations
1240 S. Carlisle St., Phila. 45,
Pa.
Ind. Hel. Club 3,4; SAM 3,4.
CAMILLO M. CENTUORI
B.A. in French
3741 N. Randolph St., Phila,
Pa.
Le Cercle Claudel 1,2,3,4.
JAMES F. CARROW
B.S. in Industrial Management
2405 S. 72nd St., Phila. 42, Pa.













Elkins Park 17, Pa.
THOMAS J. CLEMINS
B.A. in Sociology
1824 Hartel St., Phila. 11, Pa.




6716 Tulip St., Phila. 35, Pa.
FRANCIS R. COFFEY
B.S. in Industrial Management
Holland Rd., Newtown, Pa.










6339 Race St., Phila. 39, Pa.
Fabrician Society 1,2,3,4, Vice-
Pres. 4: AED 2,3,4, Vice-Pres.
4: APO 2.3,4; II Ci'rcolo La-
Salliano 1,2,3.4.
JOSEPH P. COLONNA
B.S. in Industrial Relations
2517 S. 67th St., Phila. 42. Pa.
Ind. Rel. Club 4.
MARK A. CONCANNON
B.S. in Accounting




1112 Sanger St., Phila. 24, Pa.
German Club 1,2,3,4; Ind. Rel.






Masque 2,3,4, Chancellor 4;
Educ. Soc. 3,4; Golf 2.
THOMAS C. COOK
B.A. in Pre-Law
5622 N. Uber St., Phila. 41, Pa.
JOHN A. COPPOLA
B.A. in Pre-Med
3046 Gilham St., Phila. 49, Pa.
Class Vice-Pres. 1; APO 2,3,4,
Sec. 2.3; Glee Club 1,2,3,4,
Pres. 4; Fabrician Society 1.2,
3,4; II Circolo LaSalliano 2,3,4;
Benilde Club 1,2; Executive
Board 4; Student Council 1.
JOHN E. CONWAY
B.A. in Psychology









APO 2.3,4; Glee Club 1,2,3,4,
Historian 4; Fabrician Society









1054 Edge Hill Rd., Roslyn, Pa.





407 Garfield Ave., Trenton 9,
N.J.
Masque 3,4, Bd. of Governors
4; Collegian 3,4, Copy Editor
DONALD F. CUNNINGHAM
B.S. in Industrial Management
563 Evans Rd., Springfield, Pa.
SAM 2,3,4; Ind. Rel. Club 2,3,4;
Basketball 1,2.
JOSEPH R. CUPINI
B.S. in Industrial Management
Lincoln Ave., Vineland, N.J.;
SAM 1,2; Residence Council
1,2,3, Pres. 3: Student Council
3; Caisson Club 3,4.
JOSEPH F. CURRAN
B.S. in Industrial Management





B.S. in Industrial Relations
581 Acorn St., Phlla. 28, Pa.
Ind. Rel. Club 4.
A. RAYMOND D'ANTONIO
B.S. in Industrial Relations
6654 Leeds St., Phila. 31, Pa.
SAM 2,3,4; Ind. Rel. Club 2,3,
4; II Circolo LaSalliano 1,2,3,4;
Dean's List 2,3,4.
ROBERT P. DAVINE
B.S. in Industrial Management
5210 Castor Ave., Phila. 24, Pa.
SAM 2,3,4; Glee Club 1,2,3,4;
Golf 2,3,4; Varsity Club 2,3,4.
JOHN E. DALY
B.A. in English
4425 N. Orianna St., Phila. 40,
Pa.
Weber-English Club 3,4; Lamb-
da Iota Tau 4, Educ. Soc. 3.
CHARLES P. DEEGAN
B.S. in Accounting
2866 Aramingo Ave., Phila.
34, Pa.
Accounting Assoc. 1,2,3,4; Ben-
ilde Club 1,2,3,4.
CLEMENT E. D'AMBROSIO
B.S. in Industrial Management





2827 Gaul St., Phila. 34, Pa.
Accounting Assoc. 2,3,4; Ben-
llde Club 4.
BENJAMIN J.
DE FRANCESCO PATRICK DELANEY
B.S. in Industrial Management B.A. in Pre-Med.
6206 Master St., Phila. 31. Pa. 101 Pleasant St.. Phila 19. Pa.
SAM 3.4.
^lii
THEODORE J. DE GROOT
B.A. in Pre-Med.
3525 Jones Bridge Drive.
Chevy Chase. Maryland.
WILLIAM A. DI ANTONIO. JR.
B.S. in Industrial Management
1613 40lh St.. Pennsauken 5,
N.J.
SAM 3,4.
VINCENT R. DI CICCO
B.S. in Industrial Management
1817 S. 68th St., Phila. 42. Pa.
SAM 3,4.
BERNARD L. DI FELICE
B.A. in Physics
6515 Bingham St., Phila. Pa.
Newtonian Society 1,2,3,4,
Treas. 3, Pres. 4; Kappa Mu
Epsilon 1,2,3,4, Vice-Pres. 4.
ROCCO J. DI GIOACCHINO
B.A. in Pre-Med.
62 W Pitman St.,
Penns Grove, N.J.




B.S. in Industrial Management





Spanish Club 2,3,4, Pres. 2,3;
Explorer 4, Business Manager
4; Educ. Soc. 3,4; Weber-
English Club 3,4.
JOSEPH A. DI SANDRO
B.A. in Pre-Law
1100 W. Tioga Ave., Phila. 40,
Pa.
DANIEL J. D'ORAZIO
B.S. in Industrial Management




3421 Jasper St., Phila. 34, Pa.









6121 N. Lawrence St., Phila.
20, Pa.
APO 2,3,4, Treas. 2, Pres. 3,4;
History Club 2,3,4, Vice-Pres.
4; German Club 3, 4; Educ.




5 W. Broadway, Jim Thorpe,
Pa.
IRC 4; Residence Council 4
Sec.-Treas. 4.
JAMES P. DOUGHERTY, JR.
B.A. in English





B.S. in Industrial Relations
7127 Boyer St., Phila. 19, Pa.
Ind. Rel. Club 3,4.
JOSEPH P. DOWLING
B.A. in Biology
4942 N. 16th St., Phila. 41, Pa.
Fabrician Society 1,2,3,4,
Treas. 4; APO 2,3,4.
ROBERT M. DREIBELBIS
B.S. in Industrial Relations
520 S. 15'/2 St., Reading, Pa.
SAM 3,4; Ind. Rel. Club 4.
^ik4^
JOHN A. DUFFY, JR.
B.A. in Economics
6430 Limekiln Pike, Phila. 38,
Pa.
Ind. Rel. Club 2,3: Economics
Club 3.4, Pres. 4.
JOHN I. DUFFY
B.S. in Industrial Relations
3130 Rawle St., Phila. 49, Pa.




103 W. Main St., Fleetwood,
Pa.
Benilde Club I: Fabrician So-
ciety 1,2,3,4; AED 1,2,3,4.
JAMES L. ECK
B.S. in Marketing





4218 Loring St., Phila. 36, Pa.
Accounting Assoc. 1,2.
CARL J. ELITZ
B.S. in General Business





119 High St., Jim Thorpe, Pa.




633 N. 66th St., Phila. 31, Pa.
JAMES E. ESPOSITO
B.A. in Chemistry










7401 Barclay Rd., Cheltenhan
Pa.
Caisson Club 3, 4.
JOHN C. FARLEY
B.A. in Psychology
330 S. nth St., Phila. 7, Pa.




207 Bryn Mawr Ave.,
Bala Cynwyd, Pa.
History Club 2,3; Los LaSal-
lianos 2,3, Vice-Pres. 3; So-
ciology Club 2,3,4, Vice-Pres.
JOHN E. FEELEY
B.A. in Pre-Med.
5102 N. ISthSt., Phila. 41, Pa.




5640 Cedar Ave., Phila. 43,
Pa.
Baseball 1; Podium Society 4;
Accounting Assoc. 4; IRC 4.
FRANK R. FEOLI
B.A. in Biology-Education
4233 Stirling St., Phila. 35, Pa.
APO 4; Educ. Soc. 4.
ANTHONY P. FINAMORE
B.S. in Industrial Relations
928 Morris St,. Phila. 48, Pa.
Collegian 1,2,3,4; II Circolo
LaSalliano 1,2,3,4, Vice-Pres.
3; APO 2,3,4, Sect. 2, His-
torian 3.
CHARLES W. FISCHLER, JR.
B.A. in Physics
3503 N. American St., Phila.
40, Pa.
Newtonian Society 1,2,3,4;




507 Roumfort Rd., Phila. 19,
Pa.
Fabrician Society 1,2,3,4, Pres.
4; AED 2,3,4; Los LaSaUianos




618 Lincoln Ave., Magnolia,
N.J.
Newtonian Society 2,3,4, Sec.




2526 S. 66th St., Phila. 42, Pa.





1226 W. Venango St., Phila.
40, Pa.
Benilde Club 2; Chymian So-








106 W. Tulpehocken St., Phila.
44, Pa.




6468 Musgrave St., Phila. 19,
Pa.
Los LaSallianos 1; Educ. Soc
3,4.
FRANK J. FRITZ, JR.
B.A. in History-Education
6943 Guilford Rd., Upper
Darby, Pa.
German Club 2,3,4: Benilde





Accounting Assoc. 1,2,3,4; Be-
nilde Club 1,2; SAM 3,4.
THOMAS A. GALLAGHER
B.A. in English
2635 Martha St., Phila. 25, Pa.
Los LaSallianos 1,2,3, Pres. 2,
3; Weber-English Club 3,4;
Masque 3,4; Lambda Iota Tau
4; Executive Board 2,3.
THOMAS J. GALLEN
B.A. in English




10 E. Camden Ave,
Moorestown, N.J.















Newtonian Society 2,3,4, Vice-
Pres. 4; Chymian Society 3,4.
WALTER E. GOODWIN
B.S. in Industrial Management
245 W. Sheldon St.,
Philadelphia 20, Pa.





Gavel Society 1,2; Los La-
Sallianos 1; Collegian 1; Glee
Club 1; Sociology Club 2;







JOHN T. GREEN, JR.
B.S. in Industrial Relations
8801-D Cottage St.,
Philadelphia 36, Pa.
II Circolo LaSalliano 1,2;












Elkins Park 17, Pa.
Dean's List 2,3,4; Pi Delta Phi
2,3.
THOMAS A. GREY













Sociology Club 1,2,3,4, Pres.





















SAM 4; Accounting Assoc.
2,3,4.
ROBERT E. HAENTZE
B.S. in Industrial Relations
1809 W. Albanus St.,
Philadelphia 41, Pa.





Crew I; Educ. Soc. 3,4.
GERALD T. HAGERTY
B.A. in English









B.S. in Industrial Relations
7 Alton Parkway,
Portsmouth, Va.
Ind. Rel. Club 4; Masque 3,4:










II Circolo LaSalliano 1,2,
Treas. 2; Collegian 1,2;
Weber-English Club 2,3,4;
Educ. Soc. 3,4, Sec. 4; Lamb-
da Iota Tau 4, Vice-Pres. 4;
Explorer 4, Co-editor 4; Dean's
List 2,3,4.
FRANCIS C. HARKINS
B.S, in Industrial Relations
3101 Guilford St.,
Philadelphia 15, Pa.





Educ. Soc. 3.4; Benilde Club
1,2; Caisson Club 3,4; APO
2,3,4.
THOMAS W. HAYNEY, JR.
B.A. in Spanish







Rifle 1,2,3,4; German Club







Gavel Society 2,3,4, Pres. 4;
IRC 2,3,4; History Club 2,3,4;
Executive Board 4.
JOHN J. HENRY


























Collegian 1,2; Marketing As-




B.A. in Social Studies-
Education
915 Spring Avenue,
Elkins Park 17, Pa.
JAMES P. HUGHES
B.S. in Industrial Relations
128 W. Fisher Ave.,
Philadelphia 20, Pa.
Cross Country 1; Track I;
Sociology Club 2,3,4; IRC 3;









4117 N. Franklin St.,
Philadelphia 40, Pa.










Newtonian Society 2,3,4; Educ.
Soc. 3,4.
PAUL C. JANASKIE,

































Elkins Park 17, Pa.
Dean's List 2,3,4; Kappa Mu
Epsilon 2,3,4.
EDWARD J. JUNIER
B.S. in Industrial Management
4003 N. 6th St.,
Philadelphia 40, Pa.
SAM 2,3,4; Caisson Club 3,4,
Pres. 4; Executive Board 4.
EDWARD V. KARESKIE





B.S. in Industrial Relations
323 S. Agamore Rd.,
Havertown, Pa.
German Club 2,3,4; Ind. Rel.








2836 N. Van Pelt St.,
Philadelphia 32, Pa.
CHARLES B. KEENAN

















Masque 2,3,4; IRC 4.
DAVID E. KENYON
B.S. in Accounting





B.A. in Modern Languages-
Education
915 Spring Avenue,

















B.S. in Industrial Relations
1340 Wagner Ave.,
Philadelphia 41, Pa.




418 W. Chelten Ave.,
Philadelphia 44, Pa.




1761 S. 65th St.,
Philadelphia 42, Pa.
SAM 3,4; Marketing Assoc.





Educ. Soc. 3,4; Basketball 1,2.
BRUCE J. KOEGLER






1019 N. Kenwood Ave.,
Baltimore 5, Md.
Accounting Assoc. 1,2,3,4;
SAM 4; Tennis 3,4.
'«A'q WILLIAM J. KORYTOWSKI
B.S. in Accounting
i#y















4860 N. Bouvier St.,
Philadelphia 41, Pa.
Benilde Club 1,2,3,4, Pres. 4;
German Club 2,3,4: Market-













Cercle Claudel 1,2,3; Pi Delta
Phi 2,3; Los LaSallianos 1,2,3.
RALPH F. KROLIKOWSKl
B.S. in Industrial Management
3632 Almond St.,
Philadelphia 34, Pa.
SAM 2,3,4; Ind. Rel. Club
2,3,4, Pres. 4; Benilde Club
1,2,3,4; Crew 1; Executive
Board 4.
JOHN J. LABROLl

























II Circolo LaSalliano 1,2,3,


















319 W. Fern St.,
Philadelphia 20, Pa.
Basketball 1,2,3,4; Baseball 2.
THOMAS J. LAVIN
B.S. in Marketing
231 W. Linton St.,
Philadelphia 20, Pa.





















Glee Club 1,2,3,4; Accounting
Assoc. 2,3,4, Treas. 3, Pres.








250 W. Columbus Ave.,
Nesquehoning, Pa.
Educ. Soc. 3,4, Treas. 3, Vice-














803 W. 22nd St.,
Wilmington 2, Del.
AED 2,3,4, Treas. 4; Fabrician
Society 1,2,3,4, Historian 4.
ROBERT W. LOWERY
B.S. in Industrial Management
8419 Cedarbrook St.,
Philadelphia 50, Pa.









2145 S. Lambert St.,
Philadelphia 45, Pa.
11 Circolo LaSalliano 1,2,3,4,
Pres. 2,3,4; Accounting As-







Los LaSallianos 1,2,3,4; Ten-
nis 2,3,4.
JOSEPH J. LYNCH, JR.
B.S. in Marketing
5800 N. 16th St.,
Philadelphia 41, Pa.















4051 N. 12th St..
Philadelphia 40. Pa.
Gavel Society 1.2; History





IRC 1; Accounting Assoc.
1,2,3,4; History Club 4.
BERNARD V. McCABE
B.A. in English







Economics Club 1; Psychology
Club 3,4, Sec. 4.
JOHN I. McDERMOTT
B.S. in Marketing
205 N. 41st St.,
Camden 5, N.J.
ANTHONY G. McDONNELL
B.S. in Industrial Relations
2240 W. Lehigh Ave.,
Philadelphia 32, Pa.





German Club 3,4; Educ. Soc.















Ind. Rel. Club, 2,3; Account-
ing Assoc. 2,3.
JOSEPH A. McGEHRIN
B.S. in Industrial Relations
1544 Llanwellyn Ave.,
Folcroft, Pa.
Ind. Rel. Club 3,4,
























Soccer 2,3,4, Captain 4: Var-





IRC 3,4, Vice-Pres. 4.
ROBERT J. McNULTY
B.A. in Biology
















2559 E. Ann St.,
Philadelphia 34, Pa.
History Club 2,3,4, Pres. 4
IRC 3,4; Podium Society 4
Executive Board 4.
RICHARD MANCO
B.S. in Industrial Management
111 Kenmore Rd.,
Upper Darby, Pa.





Los LaSallianos 2,3,4, Treas.
3; Educ. Soc. 3,4.


































Elkins Park 17, Pa.
JOHN J. MARNELL
B.S. in Industrial Management
5925 N. Lawrence St.,
Philadelphia 20, Pa.












Newtonian Society 2,3,4; Chy-
mian Society 2,3,4; Caisson




















3024 N. Leithgow St.,
Philadelphia 33, Pa.
ROBERT J. MATTHEWS
B.S. in Industrial Relations
3020 Gilham St.,
Philadelphia 49, Pa.
Ind. Rel. Club 1,2,3,4, Sec.
3,4; Caisson Club 3,4.
GEORGE R. MEISSLER
B.A. in Psychology
2816 E. Indiana Ave.,
Philadelphia 34, Pa.







B.S. in Industrial Management










Residence Council 1, Religious











Assoc. 2,3,4, Pres. 4; Varsity














Kappa Mu Epsilon 2,3,4, Sec.
















Elkins Park 17, Pa.
Kappa Mu Epsilon 2,3,4.
RAYMOND J. NOLEN
B.S. in Industrial Management
5763 N. Marshall St.,
Philadelphia 20, Pa.
Class Vice-Pres. 2: SAM 3,4;
Collegian 3,4; Student Coun-
cil 2.
ARTHUR F. NEWMAN






4805 Van Kirk St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
ALFONSE J. NOCITO
LS. in Industrial Management






Benilde Club 1,2,3,4, Pres.
3; Pi Delta Phi 2,3,4, Vice-
Pres. 4; Collegian 2,3,4; Exec-
utive Board 3,4; Dean's List
2,3,4.
JOHN C. NOONAN




Editor 3,4; Ind. Rel. Club 4.
CLARENCE J. NOWACK
B.A. in Chemistry








FRANK J. OBARA, JR.
B.A. in Pre-Law
747 S. Harrison St.,
Wilmington 4, Del.
Collegian 2,3,4; Weber-Eng-
lish Club 3,4; Polish Club 4,




B.S. in Industrial Relations
927 N. 9th St.,
Reading, Pa.
Ind. Rel. Club 2.
WILLIAM J. O'BRIEN,
B.A. in Economics
176 E. Stafford St.,
Philadelphia 44, Pa.
Economics Club 3,4, Vice-
Pres. 4; Cercle Claudel 1,2;
Psychology Club 2,3.
WILLIAM J. O'DRISCOLL
B.S. in Industrial Management
3100 Teesdale St.,
Philadelphia 15, Pa.








B.S. in Industrial Management
401 Woodbrook Lane,
Philadelphia 19, Pa.

































Marketing Assoc. 3,4; Soccer
4; Varsity Club 4.
LAWRENCE M. OTT
B.A. in Physics-Math.
Benilde Club 1,2,- Newtonian
Society 1,2,3,4, Treas. 4;
Kappa Mu Epsilon 4.
PETER V. PALENA
B.A. in Pre-Med
2924 N. 23rd St.,
Philadelphia 32, Pa.
Crew 1; APO 2,3,4; AED
2,3.4, Historian 3.
NICHOLAS J. PANARO
B.S. in General Business










321 W. Providence Rd.,
Aldan, Pa.
APO 4; AED 3,4, Sec. 4;













Elkins Park 17, Pa.
Dean's List 2,3,4; Kappa Mu
Epsilon 2,3,4.
RONALD J. PAWLOWSKI













Class Vice-Pres. 2; Glee Club
1,2; SBK 2,3,4; Soccer 3;




1803 S. 23rd St.,
Philadelphia 45, Pa.
Benilde Club 1; II Circolo
LaSalliano 1,2,3,4; Fabrician
Society 1,2,3,4; APO 2,3,4.
JOSEPH J. PELLO
B.A. in Physics-Education
5446 N. Marvine St.,
Philadelphia 41, Pa.




2520 N. Van Buren St.,
Wilmington 2, Del.
Masgue 2,3,4; Psychology
Club 3,4; Crew Manager 3,4;
Praefectus Club 3,4; Varsity
Club 3,4, Vice-Pres. 4.
VICTOR D. PETACCIO
B.A. in Government
2543 E. Somerset St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
German Club 3; I.R.C. 3,4.
JOSEPH E. PILLA
B.S. in Accounting










1171 S. Ringgold St.,
Philadelphia 45, Pa.





Class Treas. 1,2; Soccer 3;
Podium Society 4, Pres. 4;
Caisson Club 3,4; German


















5844 N. 5th St.,
Philadelphia 20, Pa.
EUGENE J. RAFFAELE
B.S. in Industrial Management
212 W. Seymour St.,
Philadelphia 44, Pa.
SAM 2.3,4: Caisson Club 3,4.
WILLIAM J. RANDALL
B.S. in Industrial Relations
4320 Shelmire Ave.,
Philadelphia 36, Pa.
SBK 2,3,4, Corr. Sec. 4: Ind.
Rel. Club 2,3,4, Pres. 4; SAM





B.A. in Liberal Arts-Education
915 Spring Ave..



















Varsity Club 3,4; Accounting
Assoc. 2,3.4, Sec. 3.
JOHN J. RAZLER






2236 S. 20th St.,
Philadelphia 45, Pa.


















Elkins Park 17, Pa.














APO 3,4; Marketing Assoc.
3.4; Caisson Club 3,4; Class
Vice-Pres. 3,4; Student Coun-








B.S. in Industrial Relations
3613 Ludlow St.,
Philadelphia 4, Pa.
Basketball 1,2; Ind. Rel. Club
3,4.




SBK 1,2,3,4, Sec. 3, Vice-Pres.
4; Golf 2,3,4; Golf Manager


















Elkins Park 17, Pa.
Dean's List 2,3; German Club
2,3; Benilde Club 2,3.
ARTHUR H. RONEY
B.A. in German-Education
5231 N. 6th St.,
Philadelphia 20, Pa.
German Club 2,3,4, Vice-
Pres. 4; Weber-English Club
3,4; Glee Club 2,3; Cercle
Claudel 1,2; Educ. Soc. 3,4,




328 New Caslle Ave.,
Wilmington, Del.
Glee Club 1,2,3,4, Sec. 3,






Masque 2,3,4, Treas. 3, Vice-
Pres. 4: Cercle Claudel 3,4:
Pi Delta Phi 3,4, Pres. 4; Execu-
tive Board 4.




Marketing Assoc. 3,4; Educa-
tion Soc. 3: Praefectus Club














1274 White Horse Pike,
Absecon, N.J.
APO 3,4, Sec. 3; Masque 3,4;
Marketing Assoc. 3,4; Class























1446 W. Blavis St.,
Phila. 40, Pa.






APO 1,2,3,4, Hist. 2, Treas.
3, Vice-Pres. 4, Pres. 4; Fabri-
cian Society 1,2,3,4, Vice-
Pres. 4; AED 2,3,4; Podium





Class Treasurer 1,2; Class
President 3,4; Caisson Club












86 N. York Rd.
Willow Grove, Pa.
APO 3,4; SAM 3,4; Marketing







Elkins Park 17, Pa.
Pi Delta Phi 2,3,4.
MICHAEL M. STRUGLIA
B.S. in Accounting

















Accounting Assoc. 2,3,4; SAM









2152 W. Cheltenham Ave.,
Phila. 38, Pa.
Masque 1,2,3,4, Board of Gov-







IRC 3,4; Dean's List 2,3,4.
WILLIAM F. TAYLOR
B.S. in Industrial Management
7103 N. Broad St.,
Phila. 26, Pa.
SAM 2,3,4; Ind. Rel. Club 2,3,




B.S. in General Business
915 Spring Avenue,
Elkins Park 17, Pa.




APO 2,3,4, Sec. 4; AED 2,3,4,
Pres. 4; Fabrician Society 1,2,
3,4; Executive Board 4, Sec. 4.
WILLIAM J. THOMAS
B.S. in Industrial Management
2601 Eddington St.,
Phila. 37, Pa.
SBK 1,2,3,4, Treas. 2, Vice-







B.S. in Industrial Management
407 La Clair St.,
Linthicum, Maryland
SAM 1,2,3,4, Sec. 2.
EDWARD C. TOOLE
B.S. in Industrial Management
6146 N. 11th St.,
Phila. 41, Pa.




405 S. Connell St.,
Wilmington, Del.
Collegian 1, 2; Basketball 1;
Gavel 2,3; Masque 1,2,3,4,
Board of Governors 3, Pres.













11 N. 36th St.,
Longport, N.J.
Masque 2, 3,4; Weber-English
Club 2,3,4, Pres. 4: Excitators
3,4; Collegian 2,3; Los LaSal-








B.S. in Industrial Management
2038 Liberty St.,
Trenton 9, N.J.






Accounting Assoc. 2,3,4; II












Weber-English Club 3,4; Educ.
Soc. 3,4; Lambda Iota Tau 4.
JOSEPH J. VOSS
B.A. in English
415 E. Gorgas Lane,
Phila. 19, Pa.
Glee Club 1,2,3,4, Historian 4;











German Club 2,3,4, Pres. 2,3,
4; History Club 2,3,4; Benilde
Club 1,2,3,4; Weber-English
Club 3,4; Educ. Soc. 3,4; Exe-
cutive Board 2,3,4, Pres. 4.
HOWARD E. WALKER










723 W. Arlington Ave.,
Baltimore 17, Maryland
Track 1,2,3,4.
SAMUEL J. WATT, JR.
B.S. in Accounting
532 E. Penn St.,
Phila. 44, Pa.
Accounting Assoc. 1,2.












B.S. in Industrial Management
220 Zone St.,
Phila. 11, Pa.
Masque 3,4; German Club 3,4.
JOHN M. WELSH
B.S. in Marketing
48 N. York Rd.,
Willow Grove, Pa.



















Marketing Assoc. 3,4; Soccer
3,4: Varsity Club 3,4; Class




Tie E. Chelten Ave.,
Phila. 44, Pa.
Sociology Club 3,4; APO 3,4.
OSCAR F. WILLIAMS
B.A. in History-Education
1938 E. Westmoreland St.,
Phila. 34, Pa.









B.A. in Modern Languages-
Education
915 Spring Avenue,




248 N. 58th St.,
Phila. 39, Pa.
Track 1,2; Educ. Soc. 3,4.
JAMES S. WILLIAMS
B.A. in Mathematics


























Benilde Club 1,2,3,4; Weber-
English Club 3,4; Glee Club
2,3,4; Educ. Soc. 3,4; Masque
3,4.
JAMES R. EARLEY











































During the fourth year of his scholasticate,
the student Brother devotes his time to various
graduate courses in theology in order to obtain
a Master of Arts degree in that field. His efforts
are directed towards the acquisition of the
knowledge that is necessary for his apostolic
work in the classroom and for his own personal
perfection. As a religious teacher, the Christian
Brother seeks to increase his knowledge of the
faith of Christ so that he might be better able
to instruct and guide those children who are
placed under his care.
He strives to seek the ultimate explanation
of all the truths which his religion demands
that he believe. Once he has discovered the
theological basis of his religion, his faith be-
comes more precious to him for he sees clearly
the beauty and truth that are essential to it.
The wisdom of theology gives him the strength
of vision to see more definitely the mystery of
God and His creation and the facility to love
that God with greater understanding.
With the notions of theology permeating
his apostolic activities, he is capable of in-
structing children in the truths of the Catholic
faith and demonstrating for them those means
that are necessary to arrive at their eternal
felicity.
For these reasons, the student Brother, al-
ways in view of his vocation as a religious
teacher, consecrates many hours a day to the
study of theology. He investigates the mysteries
of the Old and New Testament, the writings
of the Fathers of the Church, and the theologi-
cal treatises of Saint Thomas Aquinas. His
reading, too, is directed toward a more perfect
knowledge of his faith.
Upon being graduated, the Brother will be
assigned to a community where for the next
few years he will accustom himself to the
atmosphere of the classroom. He will begin
the work of teaching, a work that has de-
manded five years of preparation. But with the
knowledge of Christ that he has striven to
acquire, he is confident in his abilities to im-
part that knowledge to his students and to form
in them that attitude of mind that will be truly
Christian. He is certain also that the time of
his scholasticate was not ill spent, for as a
result of his life of study his life as a religious

















BROTHER BROTHER BROTHER BROTHER
DOMINIC KENNETH, DOMINIC LAWRENCE, DACIAN LEONARD, DECLAN MALACHY
F.S.C. F.S.C. F.S.C. F.S.C.
M.A. in Religion M.A. in Religion M.A. in Religion M.A. in Religion
BROTHER BROTHER BROTHER BROTHER
DECLAN MATTHEW, EDWIN NEAL, DOMINIC PIUS, EUGENE STEPHEN
F.S.C. F.S.C. F.S.C. F.S.C.
M.A. in Religion M.A. in Religion M.A. in Religion M.A. in Religion
. . . with sure knowledge and after mature deliberation, in the
fullness of Our apostolic authority, by virtue of this brief and for
all time. We constitute and proclaim St. John Baptist de La Salle,
Confessor, principal patron before God of all teachers of youth
and accord him all the liturgical honors and privileges accom-
panying that title. All things to the contrary notwithstanding . . .
Given at Rome, from St. Peter's, and sealed with the Fisher-
man's ring, the 15th day of May, Feast of St. John Baptist de La
Salle, in the twelfth year of our Pontificate.






BROTHER G. PAUL, F.S.C., Ph.D., Dean of the Evening Division
After six long years, we of the Class of '59 have attained the long sought
for goal. It has been, at times, difficult and discouraging for many of us; and
without the inspirational influence of Brother Gregorian Paul, many of us would
have fallen by the wayside. In a truly unselfish devotion to the Evening Division
and its students. Brother Paul in his capacity as Dean has guided us through a
truly Catholic education.
Since our debt to Brother Paul is so great, we humbly dedicate this book
to him and trust that it will repay, in some small measure, his sacrihces in
our behalf.
Let us hope that with the grace of God, we may take advantage of our
education at LaSalle, and that La Salle may have good cause to be proud




In his capacity as Business Manager of
the College, Dr. Sprissler has nurtured the
Evening Division from its inception, and has
carefully tended its growth. From a small be-
ginning, the Evening Division has become a
major factor in the overall growth of the Col-
lege. Graduating 120 students this year, and
carrying a total enrollment of over 2000, the
school has progressed in a manner of which
Dr. Sprissler may well be proud.
JOSEPH J. SPRISSLER, D.C.S.,
Consultant to the Dean and Bus. Mqi.
In the myraid duties of Registrar and
Assistant to the Dean, Mr. Perkins has aided
the student body and the College in a manner
which leaves no room for criticism. No student
has ever gone to him for help without receiving
it; no problem has ever been too minor to gain
his complete attention. Our thanks to this
gentleman for his efforts in an area which often
provides many difficult but thankless tasks.
CHARLES P. PERKINS, M.A.,












The Senior Class extends sincere thanks to a
really conscientious group of representatives, whose
efforts have made our affairs such a happy suc-
cess: Back row, L. to R.—Bill Kennedy, Joe Kelly,
Bill Hollister, Joe Schneeweis, Ken DeSoo, Bernie
Vaughan, Jack Henderson, Al Pezzillo, John Spiel-
berger, Gerry O'Neill. Front row, officers with Dr.
Naughton.
The assistance and moral support
rendered to the Senior Class by Dr.
Naughton are deeply appreciated. We
thank him and wish him well.









35 E. Pleasant Street,
Philadelphia 19. Pa.
ANTHONY J. BURKE
B.S. in General Business
425 W. Ruscomb Street.
Philadelphia 20, Pa.











Veteran, S/SGT, U.S. Army.
PETER CARIDES
B.S. in Electronic Physics
308 N. 2nd Street,
Camden, N.J.











5831 N. 7th Street,
Philadelphia 20, Pa.
Veteran, PFC, U.S. Army.
HAROLD M. CASSIDY
B.S. in Electronic Physics
36 Rorer Avenue,
Hatboro, Pa.
Veteran, CPL, U.S. Army Air
Force.
GERARDE J. CLOTHIER
B.S. in General Business
901 Marcella Street,
Philadelphia 24, Pa.











Veteran, PFC, U.S. Army.
JOHN H. COOK




Golden Circle Club 4; Chair-
man, Stag Nite Comm. 3;
Winter Dance Comm. 3; Vet-
eran, A/IC, U.S. Air Force.
LEVI L. COULTER, JR.
B.S. in Electronic Physics
105 Lois Drive West,
Williamstown, N.J.
Veteran, AET2, U.S. Navy.
WILLIAM F. DE HAVEN
B.S. in Industrial Relations
1111 Garfield Avenue,
Merchantville, N.J.
Veteran, M/SGT, U.S. Army.
FRANK K. DE SOO
B.S. in Marketing
7721 Queen St., Wyndraoor,
Philadelphia 18, Pa.
Marketing Assoc. 1,2,3; Senior
Class Rep.; Chairman, Senior




164 E. Meehan Avenue,
Philadelphia 19, Pa.

























Student Congress Rep. 2;
Spring Dance Com. 3; Stag
Nite Com. 3.
JAMES L. DURKIN




Veteran, FC2, U.S. Navy.
PAUL M. EDWARDS
B.S. in Industrial Management
1026 E. Rittenhouse Street,
Philadelphia 38, Pa.
Ind. Rel. Soc. 4; Veteran,
PFC, U.S. Army.
BERNARD F. GALLAGHER
B.S. in Industrial Relations
42 Basswood Road,
Levittov^n, Pa.
Veteran, A03. U.S. Coast
Guard.
JOSEPH GILMAN
B.S. in Industrial Management
1428 Sparlts Street,
Philadelphia 41, Pa.
Student Congress Rep. 4;
CoHegian StaH SAM 2,3,4.
Chairman 2, Vice-Pres. 3,




B.S. in Industrial Management
8345 Jeanes Street,
Philadelphia 11, Pa.






Marketing Assoc. 2,4; Sen.
Class Rep.; Sen. Class Dinner
Dance Com.; Student Con-
gress Rep. 2,3; Veteran. SGT,
U.S. Army.
RICHARD A. GLOVER
B.S. in Industrial Management
Merrill Rd. and Roberts Rd.
Ambler, Pa.
Veteran, S/SGT, U.S. Air
Force.
NICHOLAS GOMEZ
B.S. in Electronic Physics
8314 Rugby Street,
Philadelphia 50, Pa.
Veteran, A/3C, U,S. Air
Force.
EDWARD V. GORMAN
B.S. in Industrial Management
4716 Wayne Avenue,
Philadelphia 44, Pa.
SAM 3; Veteran, CPL, U.S.
Army.
DONALD W. HUMPHREYS
B.S. in General Business
1312 Van Kirk Street,
Philadelphia 49, Pa.
Veteran, SGT, U.S. Army.
WILLIAM H. HURST
B.S. in Industrial Relations
322 Farwood Road,
Haddonfield, N.J.
Student Congress Rep. 2; Prof.
Member, SAM; Prof. Member,




5841 N. Marshall Street,
Philadelphia 20, Pa.
Marketing Assoc. 2; Student
Congress Rep. 2,3; Sen. Class
Rep.; Sen. Class Sec; Explorer,
Evening Division Editor; Vet-
eran, SGT, U.S. Air Force.
WILLIAM J. HOLLISTER
B.S. in Accounting
lOI W. Sparks Street,
Philadelphia 20, Pa.
Student Congress Rep. 1,2,
Treas. 3, Pres. 4; Accounting
Assoc. 1,2,3,4; Golden Circle
Club 4; Acquinas Club 3,
Sen. Class Rep.; Veteran,
SGT, U.S. Army.
BERNARD J. JEFFERY
B.S. in Industrial Management
I83I Strahle Street,
Philadelphia 15, Pa.
Veteran, S/SGT, U.S. Air
Force.
JOSEPH R. JENKINS
B.S. in General Business
260 Tulpehocken Avenue,
Elkins Park 17, Pa.
Veteran, SGT, U.S.- Army,
/
TAMES G. JUSTICE
B.S. in Industrial Relations
1322 E. Price Street.
Philadelphia 38. Pa.
Dr. I. J. Sprissler Award Com-





Saul St. and Oxford Ave.,
Philadelphia 24, Pa.
Veteran, SGT, U.S. Army.
BERNARD F. KELLY
B.S. in Industrial Management
891 Foulkrod Street,
Philadelphia 24, Pa.





Marketing Assoc. 1,2,3,4, Sen.
Class Rep.; Veteran, GPL,
U.S. Army.
WILLIAM J. KENNEDY
B.S. in Industrial Management
35 E. Bringhurst Street,
Philadelphia 44, Pa.
SAM; Sen. Class Rep.; Ex-
plorer, Evening Division Ass't






Accounting Assoc; SAM; Vet-








B.S. in Electronic Physics




1526 E. Rosalie Street,
Philadelphia 49, Pa.
Student Congress Rep.; Ac-
counting Assoc; Dr. J. J.
Sprissler Award Committee;
Veteran, SN 2/C, U.S. Navy.
FREDERICK J. KRAUS
B.S. in Industrial Management
7428 Whitaker Avenue,
Philadelphia 11, Pa.
SAM; Veteran, M/SGT, U.S.
Army.
JOSEPH A. KLEIN
B.S. in General Business
48 Kindle Lane,
Levittown. Pa.
Veteran, CPL, U.S. Army.
ROLAND N. KRAVITZ
B.S. in Electronic Physics
5808 N. I5th Street,
Philadelphia 41, Pa.






























Veteran, PFC, U.S. Army.
DONALD W. LEIBFREID
B.S. in Accounting
511 E. Robbins Avenue,
Philadelphia, Pa.




44 W. Third Street,
Lonsdale, Pa.
Student Congress Rep.;
eran, 1st Lt., U.S. Army.
LEONARD J. McANDREWS
B.S. in General Business
38-09 52nd Street,
Long Island City 4, N. Y.
FRANK H. McCARTY
B.S. in Industrial Management
491 Abbottsford Avenue,
Philadelphia 44, Pa.
SAM: Veteran, SGT, U.S.
Army.
DANIEL P. McGINN, IR.
B.S. in Industrial Relations
R.D. *1, Kintnersville, Pa.
Ind. Rel. Soc: Veteran.
MOMM2, U.S. Coast Guard.
MICHAEL J. MAGNOTTA, JR.
B.S. in Accounting
2343 S. Mole Street,
Philadelphia 45, Pa.
Veteran, CPL, U.S. Army.
JOSEPH P. MALLEE
B.S. in Industrial Management
4902 N. Smedley Street,
Philadelphia 41, Pa.
SAM: Student Congress Rep.:




3057 N. 23rd Street,
Philadelphia 32, Pa.
Veteran, SFC, U.S. Army.
NORBERT F. MARZIN
B.S. in Industrial Management
635 Park Lane,
Philadelphia 44, Pa.
SAM; Student Congress Rep.;
Veteran, CPL, U.S. Army.
ERNEST W. MILLER
B.S. in Industrial Relations
4206 Shelmire Avenue,
Philadelphia 36, Pa.
Ind. Rel. Soc; Student Con-
gress Rep.; Veteran, CPL,
U.S. Army.
W^ILLIAM A. MILLER
B.S. in Industrial Management
1322 Morris Street,
Philadelphia 48, Pa.
SAM Marketing Assoc Coi
legian. Student Congress Rep
Veteran A2/C U S Air Force




Marketing Assoc; Dr. J. J.
Sprissler Award Committee;
Veteran, S/SGT, U.S. Air
Force.
JOSEPH MIGNOGNA
B.S. in Electronic Physics
8306 Fayette Street,
Philadelphia 50, Pc.






SAM; Student Congress Rep.;




B.S. in Industrial Management
98 Twin Oak Drive,
Levittown, Pa.
SAM; Veteran, PFC, U.S.
Army.
WILLIAM Vif. MRAS
B.S. in Electronic Physics
407 Pasadena Drive,
Magnolia, N.J.
Veteran, ETI, U.S. Navy.
HENRY P. MURPHY
B.S. in Accounting




AI/C, U.S. Air Force.
W. FRANKLIN
NUNNAMAKER, JR.





B.S. in Industrial Management
418 Willard Road,
Hatboro, Pa.
Student Congress Rep.; Vet-












Accounting Assoc; Sen. Class




B.S. in Electronic Physics
335 S. Pine Avenue,
Maple Shade, N.J.
Veteran, ETl, U.S. Navy.
RALPH A. PERUGINI
B.S. in Industrial Management
7125 Edmund Street,
Philadelphia 35, Pa.
Veteran, PVT, U.S. Army.




Marketing Assoc; Sen. Class






Accounting Assoc; Sen. Class
Pres.; Student Congress Rep.;
Veteran, PFC, U.S. Marine
Corps.
FELIX M. PILLA




B.S. in Electronic Physics
5324 N. Marvine Street,
Philadelphia 41, Pa.
Veteran, PFC, U.S. Army.










Veteran, AMMl, U.S. Navy.




Veteran, S/SGT, U.S. Army.
GEORGE W. SAWYER
B.S. in Industrial Management
2116 Robbins Avenue,
Philadelphia 49, Pa.





Marketing Assoc: Sen. Class
Dinner Dance Chairman; Sen.
Class Rep.; Student Congress
Rep.; Veteran, M/SGT, U.S.
Army.
FRANK L. SCHULTZ
B.S. in Industrial Management
43 Cherry Avenue,
Maple Shade, N.J.
SAM; Ind. Rel. Soc; Golden
Circle Club; Veteran, WTC,
U.S. Navy.
ALAN M. SCHWARTZ
B.S. in Industrial Management
2091-A S. John Russell Circle,
Elkins Park 17, Pa.




1541 S. 16th Street,
Philadelphia 46, Pa.
Veteran, SP4/C, U.S. Army.
HOWARD M. SCOTT
B.S. in Electronic Physics
2034 Spencer Street,
Philadelphia 38, Pa.
Institute of Radio Engineers.
FRANCIS R. SHERMAN
B.S. in Industrial Relations
318 W. Seymour Street,
Philadelphia 44, Pa.
JOHN A. SEDLIAK
B.S. in Industrial Management
2842 N. Lawrence Street,
Philadelphia 33, Pa.
SAM; Veteran, PFC, U.S.
Army.
ROBERT W. SILBER








Veteran, PFC, U.S. Army.
JOSEPH F. SHEEDY
B.S. in Industrial Management
1540 Kinsdale Street,
Philadelphia 26, Pa.




B.S. in Electronic Physics
2837 Nightingale Road,
Philadelphia 14, Pa.
Institute of Radio Engineers.
MORTON SKLAROFF
B.A. in Electronic Physics
7834 Rugby Street,
Philadelphia 50, Pa.
Institute of Radio Engineers;




5167 N. 8th Street,
Philadelphia 20. Pa.
Accounting Assoc; Sen. Class
Trees.; Veteran. S/SGT, U.S.
Army.
JOSEPH T. SMITH
B.S. in Industrial Management
6968 Wister Street.
Philadelphia 38, Pa.
Veteran, S/SGT, U.S. Air
Force.
LEONARD T. STAVENSKI
B.S. in Electronic Physics
561 CroEsfield Road,
King of Prussia, Pa.











Sen. Class Rep.; Student Con-




141 E. Duncannon Avenue,
Philadelphia 20, Pa.
French Club; Student Con-
gress Rep.; Veteran, MM2,
U.S. Navy; S/SGT, U.S.
Marine Corps.
DANIEL S. STEELMAN
B.S. in Industrial Management
227 W. Court Street,
Doylestown, Pa.
Ind. Rel. Soc; SAM; Student







Al/C, U.S. Air Force.
EDMUND J. STEPNOWSKI
B.S. in Industrial Management
3027 W. Court Avenue,
Claymont, Del.









B.S. in Industrial Management
6584 Walnut Park Drive.
Philadelphia 20, Pa.
Student Congress Rep.; Vet-
eran, ENS, U,S. Navy.
WILLIAM R. SUNDEHMANN
B.S. in Industrial Relations
904 Ripley Street,
Philadelphia II, Pa.




B.S. in Industrial Relations
521 Edgley Avenue,
Glenside, Pa.
JAMES A. THOMPSON, JR.
B.S. in Accounting













2410 N. Hancock Street,
Chairman, Dr. J. J. Sprissler
Award Committee; Explorer,
Evening Division Assoc. Edi-









B.S. in General Business
3209 Glenview Street,
Philadelphia 49, Pa.




3151 N. Hemberger Street,
Philadelphia 32, Pa.
Accounting Assoc; Italian
Club, Sec; Veteran, CPL,
U.S. Army.
JOSEPH WEINSTEIN
B.S. in Electronic Physics
1113 E. Sharpnack Street,
Philadelphia 50, Pa.
JAMES A. V/ELTZ, JR.
B.S. in Industrial Relations
3918 Lawndale Street,
Philadelphia 24, Pa.







Cutters and Butchers Work-
men of North America; Vet-
eran, CPL, U.S. Army.
KENNETH G. WILLIAMS
B.S. in Industrial Relations
181 Covington Lane,
Woodbury, N.J.
Ind. Rel. Soc, Vice-Pres.,
Pres.; Veteran, CPL, U.S.
Army.
FRANCIS W. WISLER
B.S. in Electronic Physics
802 Marchman Road,
Philadelphia 11, Pa.
Institute ol Radio Engineers;








Since its inception in 1949, the
Student Congress of the Evening
Division has acted as the official rep-
resentative of the student body in its
relations with the administration and
the faculty of the College in matters
related to student welfare and extra-
curricular activities. Its purposes are
to cultivate, promote, and manage
all social, religious, and other affairs
conducted for the benefit of the stu-
dent body and to act in an advisory
capacity between the students and
the administration.
During the ten year period of
its existence, the Congress has








The Doctor Joseph J. Sprissler A.ward was originated in
1952 by the Student Congress to honor and perpetuate the name
of the Founder and First Director of the Evening Division; for
it was under Doctor Sprissler's sound guidance that the Evening
Division received its initial development towards the success it
has achieved today. He not only worked unceasingly to insure
this success but was also deeply interested in the well-being of
the students and their future. This is the man who made it possible
for us to receive a college education, and we of the graduating
class express our sincere thanks to him for we owe him a debt
that would be difficult to repay.
DOCTOR JOSEPH J. SPRISSLER
Business Manager ol the College
The Dr. Joseph J. Sprissler Award
JOSEPH GILMAN
Vice-President at the Senior Class
Congratulations "loe"
The Award is presented at the
Founder's Day Convocation and it con-
sists of a plaque bearing the inscrip-
tion, "For outstanding participation in
extra-curricular activities." This year
the Committee found, after much de-
liberation, two seniors had participated
to a great degree in extra-curricular
activities while maintaining excellent
scholastic records. These two men, be-
cause of the outstanding job they per-
formed in furtherance of the welfare
of the students and the College, were
both selected as winners of the Award.
The Committee joins the Faculty and
Students in offering our sincere thanks
for countless jobs that were well done
and in wishing them both good luck
in all their future endeavors.
In addition to the two main awards,
the following students received certifi-
cates of recognition: D. M. Herrington,
W. J. Kennedy, R. F. Kuhl, W. A. Miller,
F. O'Connor, J. P. Roach, A. J. Schnee-
weis, E. F. Smith, B. J. Vaughan, K. G.
Williams, F. W. Wisler.
The Award Committee is selected
by the President of the Student Con-
gress, with the approval of the Dean.
The Committee which carefully
screened the records of each member
of the senior class, and selected the
winners, was composed of L. to R.
—
John J. Mautz (Marketing), Robert G.
Klaiber (Accounting), Chairman Ber-
nard J. Vaughan (Finance), Anthony
J. Day (Economics), and James G. Jus-
tice (Industrial Management).
WILLIAM J. HOLLISTER
President of the Student Congress
Congratulations "Bill"
The Accounting Association, due to the men pictured above, has enjoyed a most successful year
both in membership and in conducting its various aHairs.
Accounting Association
One of the primary goals of the Asso-
ciation is to encourage greater interest in
the field of professional accounting. The
Dinner Meeting at which Lou Slaws of
RCA was the chief speaker, the plant tour
of RCA, and the May Dinner Dance, all












Pictured above are the oHicers and some of the many members who helped the Association carry
out its busy schedule.
Marketing Association
The Marketing Association was
formed in 1951 and augments the aca-
demic program through student par-
ticipation in its activities.
A well balanced program of speak-
er meetings, concerned with the various
phases of Marketing, including adver-
tising, distribution, sales promotion and
management, was climaxed by a high-


























The Society for the Advancement
of Management is the recognized
professional organization of manage-
ment people in Industry, Commerce,
Government, and Education.
The varied activities of the indi-
vidual student chapters are devel-
oped to further the growth of all
students by stimulating their think-
ing and widening their knowledge
and outlook.
The Evening Division Chapter has
placed first in National Performance
Competition, and in the greater Phil-
adelphia area has placed first for
the past two years.
The Society has grown such a degree that only a portion oi its members are represented below; L. Pijanowski, W. Boyle,
N. Marzin, B. Burns, G. O'Donnell, G. Thompson, W. Moran, J. Kenyon, J. Gilman, L. Tusone, E. Gorman, R. Ideo, L.
Greisinger, J. Lavin, W. Miller, A. Delgado, W. Kennedy, J. Fleck, E. Lis. Seated. J. Hagan, J. Ziegler, V. Romano, R. Gear.
The activities of the Society serve as a
comphment to the Industrial Relations curricu-
lum. They afford the students the opportunity
of becoming acquainted with the practical
aspects of the subject by meeting leaders in
the field.
John Held, Lee Kemery, Bill Haines, Joe Keough, Ken
Williams, Paul Edwards, Charlie Agnew, George
Pfeiffer.
Industrial Relations
The Industrial Relations Society,
one of the youngest of the Evening
Division organizations, is composed of
students whose primary academic in-
terests are focused on the industrial
relations field. The objective of the or-
ganization is to promote the exchange
of viewpoints related to the country's
industrial problems which, through the
expansion of the unionist movement
and the growth of industry, have be-













The Society, a new one on
campus, has over 180 members.
Due to the size of the group,
only the officers are represented
here: Zenon Dolnyckyj, Secre-
tary Joe Chmeilewski, Vice
President Tom Gleason, Presi-
dent L. W. Hamilton, and Treas-
urer Al Kleeman.
Collegian Staff
The fellows on the Collegian
Staff are directly responsible
for the good reading which is
made available to all the stu-
dents. The work involved in pro-
ducing material for the paper
often goes unnoticed, so "Hats
off" to the boys for their time
and effort over the past years.
Joe Ziegler Photo Ed., Jack Hauser Tea
ture Ed.. Cunningham, Bill Miller, and
loe Gilman Staff, seated: Editor Manus
Conway, 1958 Editor C. Tucker, Asso-
ciate Editor Walt Shetz.
The annual Faculty-Senior
Class Dribble-ball classic has
attained such stature, it has
been rumored that Eddie Gott-
heb is trying to have it on
a double bill with the War-
riors. Unfortunately in this
year's contest, as in previous
years, many of the senior
class players were in classes
conducted by the faculty
players. One lesson that we
have learned at La Salle is
that "Discretion is the Better
Part of Valor," and so the
faculty triumphed 18 to 16
in an abbreviated game
which was declared over




tosses out the ball to initiate the combat. Notice the
Three guesses who . . .
Marine fatigue hat on one of
Annual Faculty-Senior Class
Basketball Game
Bob Mautz and John Henderson make it look professional. Johnny Spielberger makes as nice a lay-up as Tom Gola




BILL KENNEDY Co-Chaiimen STEVE KMETZ
The Ph.T. diploma was originated by the Family Forum of La Salle
College as a means of recognizing the efforts and sacrifices which
the wives of the students made in assisting their husbands to attain
the academic status of Bachelor.
Since its origin, the Ph.T. ceremonies have been brought into
closer association with the commencement day exercises. On June
1st, the wife of each graduate was cited for having "loyally and
lovingly accepted the conditions essential to conjugal and collegiate
helpfulness in that she had patiently borne with her spouse in the
pursuit of his higher education, and had intuitively provided
spiritual encouragement, thereby fulfilling the reguirements for the
degree, Ph.T. .(Putting him Through)."
The College, in honoring the wives of the graduates, hopes to
make reparation in part for any alienation of affection of which it
has been guilty.
Presenting Anthony Day and his family,
the largest family group among the
seniors. Ann Day is our nomination for
the wife of the year. She exemplifies
the virtues of all of the wives who were
honored by the conferment of the Ph.T.
diploma.
Religious Activities
The Opening Mass for the school year 1958-59
Golden Circle Club
The newly formed Golden Circle Club derives its name
from the Gold Wedding Band which is the symbol of
marriage.
Below at one of the recent meetings, a member of the Graille Movement dis-
cusses the Advent Program. To the right are Bernard J. Burns, President and
L. W. Hamilton, Vice President. Not shown are their respective wives, who are
secretary and treasurer.
In keeping with the tradition
of a Catholic College, the Eve-
ning Division administration,
with the cooperation of the Stu-
dent Congress, provides the op-
portunities for enlarging the
spiritual interests of the stu-
dents.
Each college year is begun
with an Evening Mass of the
Holy Ghost; evening services in
honor of the Most Blessed Vir-
gin are conducted during the
months of October and May;
devotions in honor of Our Lady
of the Miraculous Medal are
held weekly throughout the
year on Thursday evenings; a
Communion Breakfast is spon-
sored during Lent; and a closed
Retreat at Malvern is scheduled
at the end of the Fall Term.
Annual Winter Dance
Winter Dance Committee and their
wives: Charlie and Elaine Agnew, Joe
and Jean Hagan, Martha and Walt
Gilmer, and Bob SchaeHer.
The Annual Winter Dance
was big, bright, and successful.
Co-chairmen Bob Schaeffer and
Walt Gilmer, with the help of
the Committee, turned out a
real jewel. Time—January '59,
Place—Bellevue Stratford, the
pictures tell the rest.
. To the music of Chuck Gordon.
The picture above is typical of the
congeniality and friendship that pre-
vail at the Annual Winter Dance.
i
Senior Stag "Nite"
Years of friendly companionship were cemented in a gala
affair, the Senior Class Stag Night, marking the first social event
of the Class of '59. The affair was held December 5, 1958 at the
Osmond VFW Post in Olney. Card playing, darts, and good
old-fashioned conversation resulted in an exceptionally good
time for all. A special vote of thanks is due Ken DeSoo, Chair-
man of the affair for his efforts in making it a success.
FRANK K. DeSOO
Chairman
Those pictured below include all but two of the forty-five that turned out, the missing two having left early due to
rigorous schedules enforced by their wives. John Spielberger thumps the keyboard below while the boys raise their
voices in song.
I
The faculty was represented by Brother
Paul and Dr. "Brett" Naughton, who was ob-
served turning a few pasteboards himself,
while expounding on the morality of card play-
ing. From the looks of the other players, this
was only a device to fill their minds while he
emptied their pockets . . . Note: who fell asleep








Held at the Alden Park Manor
on Saturday Evening April 18th,
the Senior Dinner Dance was in
our opinion a fitting climax to
the long and happy social rela-
tionships of the students.
A fine dinner, a good band,
and the pleasant atmosphere of
the Alden Park, made this affair
a real success and a credit to
Chairman Joe Schneeweis. As-
sisted by John Henderson, Joe's
hard work deserves the thanks
of the entire class.
Front row, I. to r.: Mrs. J. Gilman and Joe Gilman, Vice-Pres.; Mrs. E. R. Naughton
and Dr. Naughton: Brother Daniel; Mrs. J. Sprissler and Dr. Sprissler; Mrs. J. Roach
and Joe Roach, Pres. Back row: Don Harrington, Sec, and Marie Herrington; Mrs.
Earl Smith and Earl Smith. Treas: Brother G. Paul.
To open the Dinner, Brother Paul leads the members of
the Evening Division in prayer.
Despite full stomachs, a surprising number made it onto the
dance floor, to cap a wonderful evening.
BERNIE VAUGHAN
Associate Editor





The Explorer Staff of the Evening Division
joins the College in wishing each member of the
Class of '59, the utmost in success and happiness.
We hope this book will be both a reminder of
pleasant and rewarding associations, and a
means of maintaining those relationships through
the years. If we have forgotten to cross a "t," or
if we have transposed a few letters, we offer our
apologies now. Trusting that you will remember
the Christian virtue of Charity, we hope you will
be satisfied with our efforts in your behalf.
Bernie, Don, and Bill.
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Francis E. Hanley Family
Joe Hanley














Dr. E. Russell Naughfon
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. Nolan
Mr. Robert E. Quigley
William J. Randall
Mr. Daniel J. Rodden
Tom Rodgers










Mr. & Mrs. William E. Zehringer
THE STAFF
of the 1959 Explorer
WISHES TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY
TO EXTEND ITS SINCERE THANKS
TO THOSE PEOPLE WHO,
ALTHOUGH THEIR NAMES DO NOT APPEAR
ON OUR MASTHEAD,
DID SO MUCH TO MAKE THIS YEARBOOK POSSIBLE.
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